Room draw process
begins April 6
Karen Buckley
ECHO News Editor
The Room Draw Committee
with Housing Coordinator Paul
Johnston have finalized the
room draw process which is
due to begin immediately after
spring break. The new room
draw procedure includes an
all-campus draw for juniors
and seniors and commons
retention for sophomores. The
calendar of events is as follows:
APRIL 6- Lottery numbers
will be distributed through
student mailboxes. Numbers
will not be given to students
who have not paid their $200
room draw deposit by April 1.
APRIL 7-9: Sign up for
students interested in offcampus, Mary Low Cooperative, Quiet halls, co-ed suites,
and Dana room squatting.
APRIL 14-15: Selection for
all of the above.
APRIL 20: Senior Room
Selection.
APRIL 22: Junior . Room
Selection.
APRIL 27: Sophomore Commons retention
APRIL 30: Sophomore All
Campus selection
According to Housing
Coordinator Paul Johnston, 60
percent of the -sophomore
rooms in each commons will be
reserved for Commons
retention. This percentage

represents the lowest number
of freshmen wishing to remain
in their commons, which was
Mary Low Commons. In
Lovejoy Commons 72 percent
expressed a desire to retain
their commons, while in
Johnson and Chaplin, the
numbers were 87 percent and 90
percent, respectively.
The Room
Draw
Committee has provided a
leeway rule for the Senior class.
Should the class quota be nearly
full in any Residence Hall, there
will be a one person leeway.
For example, if a hall has room
for 2 senior women and 3 want
to get a triple, they will.now be
able to do so. It should be noted
that this applies only to the
Senior Class. "In all cases
except for seniors, the quotas
will be stuck to strictly," said
Johnson.
Johnston stressed that
students should be sure they
have paid their room draw
deposit before leaving for
spring break as the deadline
falls on Wednesday April 1st.
"In years past, students could
pay the bill the day before it
was due if necessary, but this
year they won't be here."
Students who do not pay their
attendence deposit by April 1
will be placed on a waiting list
below sophomores who are
waiting listed for rooms.

Squeeze will rock Colby
With all but one of their
original players, hot British
rock band Squeeze will test the
Fieldhouse . fire-regulations
capacity when they play out
part of their East Coast tour
here on April 23rd at 8:00 p.m.
Promoting their soon-to-bereleased eighth, album, the band
is promising new material,
widened in scope with fattened
and dramatized sound.

Squeeze broke up in late 1982,
blaming conflicts between ail
the band members. Drummer
Gilson Davis was quoted
saying, "It 's such a claustrophobicj atmosphere to be in a
band with five strong individuals; it 's hard to maintain
equilibrium."
While they all took off to j oin
and form new bands, they
stayed in touch and found

themselves missing Squeeze.
After a three-year break they
began rehearsing in January of
1985, and later that year
recorded Cosi Fan Tutti Frutti .
Tickets will go on sale to
Colby Students the morning of
April 6 for $10; sales will open
to the public the afternoon of
April 7, for $12. Contact the
Stu-A office for more information,

"Nuclear Winter Reappraised"
Step hen H. Schneider, an
atmospheric chemist and the
second IBM Distinguished
Lecturer of the year, spoke on
Monday to an audience of some
two hundred students and
faculty. His lecture, "Nuclear
Winter Reappraised ," was a
synopsis of a controversial
article that he wrote for the
1986 summer of F o r e i gn
Affairs.
Schneider recounted the
origins of the theory of nuclear
Winter, the original TTAPS
stud y whose ca lculations
demonstrated that a limited
exchange of nuclear weapons
targeted at approximatel y one
hundred cities in the Europe,
the Soviet Union and the
United States would produce a
smoke cloud ' which would
encircle th e ear t h and plunge
the planet into several months
of winter. At least that was the

popular conception of the
theory which Carl Sagan, one
of the authors of the TTAPS
study, presented in discussions
and articles. The theory of
"nuclear winter" had political
ramificati ons as suppor ters and
critics of nuclear weapons
sought to adapt the results ot
the theory to their points of
view.
Meanwhile, the scientific
community was scrutinizing the
atmospheric models involved
and found that the analysis was
dependent upon too many
altogether disparate variables.
It was in the w.prds of
Schneider, "A one dimensional
model of a three dimensional
world." As more elaborate and
detailed models of the
atmosphere were developed
the scenario of nuclear winter
became more complex with
var i at ions i n su ch fac tors as
geograp hy, s e as ons , an d
atmosp heric chemistry included. Schneider directed one such

reappraisal of the "nuclear
winter " hypothesis at the
National Center for Atmospheric Reasearch.
The results of their evaluation
indicated variations in temperature decreases as a function
of the season, a nuclear war in
the summer months would
have a different impact than
conflict occurring in the winter
months. Patterns of percipitation would be severel y
disrupted , particularly the
monsoon storm season in
Southeast Asia which provides
much of the annual rainfall for
the region. The press coverage
of the results misrepresented
their conclusion that while
"nuclear winter " would not
lead to human extinction it
would have catastrop hic
consequences for the ecosystem.
Schneider is depu ty director
of the Advanced Stud y Program
at th e Na ti onal Center f or
Atm ospheric Research in
Boulder, Colorado.

Sen ior scho lars program "encourages mor e than pa ssive
learning. It gives people the
satisfaction of going independent in their studies." See p. 7.

The common sentiment expressed by all those in the
Vietnam Forum was that it was
a slow and difficult process
returning to society. Sec p, 9

"As soon as a child is old
enough to hold a toothbrush, he
should be holding sunblock in
his other hand." Sec p. 10.

by Patricio Silva

Atmospheric chemist Stephen H. Schneider spoke
on Nuclear Winter last Monday, photo bt Britt Moore
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"Drugs not only poison the lives
of adults and adolescents but
now/ every day, cripp le the
minds of children.1' See p. 5.
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A view of another 's
The responses to last week s letter by Albert
Languet and And y Levin almost preclude
comment from the editors; however, in this case
I couldn't control myself. When I first read the
letter I thought it was a joke, but a closer reading
vanquished any sense of humor.
I feel
compelled to ask: Do you really think this way?
By the letters we have received, I gather that it is
you who are in the real minority-of narrowminded bigotry. In my response to you I will try
to spare you any "slanted, unrealistic attempt(s)
at sarcasm."
That you could make a blanket statement that
we have "blatant homosexual tendencies" for
printing the ad doesn't even warrant a response,
though I could think of few. Your stance as
self-appointed gods passing blind jud gement
on your fellow man is ludicrous.
Yes, you could say I am outraged at the
stupidity of such a letter. The mere wording of it
serves as its most effective rebuttal, because it
reads as one big contradiction. You spend your
entire argument explaining how "unnatural" and
"unfit" it is to be gay, and then seem surprised
that gays feel that the heterosexual community
"puts them down and oppresses them." What is
it that you are in fact trying to do? Attitudes
such as yours, and unfortunatel y you are
probably not the only students you harbor them,
have a profoundl y negative effect on the Colby
corrununity. Please read your mail, and in doing
so I hope it will move you to think about what
you are saying and why.
Albert, Andy, I thank you for-your letter. I am
almost sorry that you pay the price of public
ridicule by serving as a tool through which the
campus can react and express itself. In the
future maybe you should think of a more
"effective" way to express your viewpoints so that
you don't look so "bad."

Adam Ernster
Co-Editor -in-Chief
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Homophobia "harmful and problematic in j our society
To the Editors:
I have never been so
frustrated while reading a
letter in the Echo than when
reading last weeks "Another
View" by Albert Languet and
Andy Levin. Their opinions are
most problematic and harmful
in our society. I would like to
point out a few of the
statements in the letter were
expressed out of ignorance or
not fully thought out. The letter
begins with the remark: "I feel
the publica tion of 'A Simple
Questionnaire' in the Echo is a
blatant statement of pro-homosexual tendencies. Colby College, however, is not composed
entirely of homosexuals, they
are a minority." The meaning of
the questionnaire connotes
more than Languet and Levin
profess - and is a result of the
attitudes of such homophobics.
The phrasing of their second
sentence - with the "however" implies that minorities should
not express themselves (yet,
they confide that they "realize
that as a minority they need to
express themselves as iriuch as
heterosexuals do").
Languet and Levin feel
undeservedly threatened by the
questionnaire because they

have not seen a similarl y
threatening letter directed at
the homosexuals. Yet, the
homophobic threats abound.
Please note the similarities
between Languet and Levin's
own statement, "If they weren't
so blatantly outspoken people
wouldn't notice them or bother
them," and the questionnaire's
"Why do you insist on flaunting
your heterosexuality? Can't
you just be what you are and
keep it quiet?"
Homosexuals are oppressed.
Why do Languet and Levin feel
that somehow expressing such
oppression "makes them look
bad." Any minority should
express itself, especially on a
college campus where students
are participating in a liberal
arts education and trying to
broaden their frames of
experience. The Simple Questionnaire is one of the few
attempts I have seen at
educating the Colby community
about homop hobia. Other
attempts have been with
similar ignorant/homop hobic
remarks.
The greatest problem with
Languet's and Levin's opinion
is that they feel homosexuality
is unnatural (because of the 0
fitness value!). When will

Meader review innacurate
To the Editors:
I'd like to thank the Echo for
running last week's review on
Abbott Meader's latest exhibit,
Near and Far. I hope more
students will take the time to
experience something new and
different in both Abbott
Meader's work and in the
pieces owned by the Colby
museum.
My pleasure in the review ran
only skin deep though; for it
was outweighed by the
frustration I fel t in reading it.
The writer not only had a very
uneducated conception of art
but also showed a lack of
character in failing to stand
behind his or her opinions. I
address this article to our
anonymous left handed art
critic and also to anyone else
who thinks they already know
what art should look like.
Like last week's critic, I too
believe a trip to a museum
should be centered around the
process of letting go: letting go
of thoughts on that term paper,
or of the amount of homework
you have. But more important,
a trip to the museum should
involve the letting go of y our
preconceptions of art.
Last week's review was faulty
because the critic let his/her
reality dominate. The critic
ignored how he/ she felt.
Ironically, this exhibition was
accompanied with a well
-written and well-observed
article on reality by Abbott
Meader. The article was free
for the tak i ng at th e entranc e of
the museum. In it, Abbott
M ead er expla i ns how real i t ies
differ. The reality .of Abbott
Meader 's) paintings obviously
d i ffered from the r eal ity of th e
critic, but do the d i f fe r ences i n
real i t i es just if y such a defensive
and intimidated review? I think

not.
I believe the critic gives us his
true opinion on the, exhibit not
in his complaints about the
"lack of transition" between
objects in the paintings but in
relating how the work made
him feel. "I was instantly
blinded by bright greens,
yellows, blues and pinks." The
critic continued, "My heart
began to beat; the colors were
moving too fast." Fabulous! Go
with your feelings and tell us
how the show added a little
excitement to your "hyperhomework" Sunday. If the
artwork turned you off, back
yourself with educated reasons.
Something a little more meaty
than how this style of painting
threatened your narrowed
conception of art and nature.
Upon being presented with a
new experience, such as a pink
tree, keep in mind the newness
of it. Know that you've
experienced nothing like it
before and your past
experiences and personal bias
will only get in the way. If this
was practiced by more people, I
believe we would see a little
less hostility and a little more
concern for the out of the
ordinary.
Unf ortunately, many of the
paintings discussed last week by
our anonymous cr it ic d id not
appear with the article - All the
more reason to visit the Colby
museum and allow "your h eart
to begin to beat."

Mat t hew Burke

Please ,

I support the

AMERICAN
4?CANCER
f SOCIETY*

people see that there are
alternatives in the way people
choose to live their lives? When
will people respect others not
on account of their sexual
preference (or race or class or
status), but because of their
hurnanness? It is important that
people who harbour similar
opinions as Languet and Levin
understand how limited their
lives are.
The Woman 's Studies
conference this past weekend
was devoted to showing
alternatives to people who are
disturbed by the limits society
tries to create. I would like to
thank Nancy Wanderer Mackenzie and Woman's Studies
for the organization of the
conference. It was a great
success and a great learning
experience.
Sincerely,
Brian K. Axel

"Fitness value
of O?''

I o the Editors:
Bravo Albert Languet and
Andy Levin! I love the "fitness
value of 0 concept", but I don't
think you should confine it to
gays. What about all the
heterosexuals who are sterile?
Sure liberal apologists will say
they're unfortunate, but "fitness
value of 0, " I say. And what
about those heterosexuals who
choose not to have children?
Zero value! I suppose all you
heterosexuals out there who
don't have children and don't
intend to have them feel that
I'm putting you down and
trying to oppress you, but in my
opinion if you all weren't so
blatantly outspoken; people
wouldn't notice you or bother
you. You just want attention.
Militantly and prolificall y
heterosexual,
John Sweney

"Narrowmindedness"
To the Editors:
'.
Two weeks ago, the Echo ran
an ad called "A Simple
Questionnaire" which was
quickly commented on last week
by two gentlemen, Albert
Languet and Andy Levin. I have
to be perfectly honest. I never
thought I would see such
narrow-mindedness at Colby.
What prompted such ignorance? Reread the questionnaire. Instead of being
off ended maybe those two, and
all of us, should reassess our
attitudes toward homosexuals
and toward ourselves.
Do wc ever stop an d t h ink
that the reason we are so
offended may be that we feel
i n secure a b out our own
sexuality? Surprise, surpr i se !
I' m sure we all have som ething
io gain f rom this reassessment,
If nothing else than to be a li ttl e
bit less like Al and Andy.
Oh, b,y the way, I' m . a
heterosexual too. Perhaps I'm
j ust a little more introspective
than some. .
.Sincerel y Yours,
William C. Labrccquo

Stu-A argument unproductive

Hall staff article not one-sided
To the Editors:
I cannot let last week's
criticisms of my hall staff article
go unanswered. First, I would
like to say that I share "Mr.
Stu-A President's" feelings that
members of the administration
have at times taken opportunities to screw the students of
Colby College. I believe we
discussed this during one of the
two interviews I had with him
for the article. But just as it is
his job to represent the interests
of the students as he sees them,
it is my j ob when writing an
article to clearly present both
sides of an issue.
His main complaint seemed to
be that I did . not portray
McPhetres-Maisel as the
power-hungry ogre that he
believes her to be. If he took a
second look at the article,

To the Editors:

however, the Stu-A President
might realize that I did not
portray him as incompetent
and ignorant of hall statt
selection as she believes him to
be. In fact, the article begins
and ends with Ashley's point of
view - does this point out a
certain bias that mi ght have
possibly been comp letely
ignored by the writers of those
criticisms?
Holding such visible offices as
they all do, I Would think they
might want to avoid making
ridiculous, unfounded . accusations. So next time, maybe they
should try focusing their attacks
on the person whose viewpoints they oppose, not the one
whose duty it is to report those
viewpoints.

Two weeks ago, the Echo
published a questionnaire sponsored by the Colby College Gay
and Lesbian Informational
Phoneline. The questionnaire
attempted to raise the heterosexual community 's awareness
of what it is like for a person to
constantl y have their sexual
preference described as abnormal, unnatural, or disgusting.
Predictably, two heterosexual
students took offense at this
attempt to shed light on what it
is like to be a member of a
sexual minority at Colby. Albert
Languet and Andy Levin's letter
to the editor last week objected
to the p lacement of the
questionnaire in the Echo ("If
they weren't so . blatantl y
outspoken, peop le wouldn't
notice them .or bother them ").
The entire statement is
ludicrous. Not only does
everyone have the right to be
noticed and the right to not be
"bothered," but the very notion
of the homosexual community
at Colby being outspoken is a
joke. Although I am awar e of
the existence of these people on
campus, after four years as a
Colby student I have yet to
meet one homosexual person
here who openly announces
th ei r sexual preference to a
group of heterosexuals, let
alone speak s "bla t an tly " about
it. Listening to fellow students
in government, English, and
psychology classes here in class
discussions of homosexuality,
one could easily come to the
conclusion that al though "they"
exist in society at large, no one
is gay at Colby. When do you
ever see someone raise, their
hand in class and say, "Well,

speaking

from

my

own

experience as a homosexual in
th is pred om inantly heterosexual community,..."? Homosexuals do not feel comfortable
bei ng open, mu ch less being
"blatant", about their sexual
preference at Cdlby.
It is only through rumor and

gossip over the years that I
have become aware of the

identities of a few homosexual
men at Colby. I know of no
lesbian students, though they
must certainly exist. It wasn't
until I spent my junior year in a

the issue to light from another
angle were not allowed to
attend the meeting of the Board
on Monday. The reasoning for
this decision hy the Stu-A
President was that those people
were directly involved and
therefore should not be allowed
to speak. Is it not logical to
think that those people who are
affected by an issue should have
the most right to speak? Isn't it
appalling that the decisions
were to be made without any
outside imput, due to the poor
timing of the two meetings and
the decision of the Stu-A
President?
Currently, the allegations
which have appeared in the
Echo have been both inaccurate
and misleading. Clearl y, there
was a lack of communication on
both sides but we are enraged
that our student leaders have
chosen to respond in such an
unproductive way. We applaud
the changes which were
suggested by our student
leaders: a clearer written
outline of the selection process,
restricting commons coordinators from writing letters of
recommendation, and the
nomination of non-Hall Staff
students to participate in the
interviewing process. However, it is important for the
Colby student body to know
that the point system which our
student government is taking
credit for implementing has
been in effect for a number of

It's disappointing, as students, to realize that you can no
longer trust your student
government leaders. Unfortunately, this is what has
happened at Colby. A prime
example of this is the treatment
of the hall staff selection
process and questions surrounding this issue. In order to
understand where this mistrust
comes from it is important to
look at the issue as a whole and
not just at the recent past.
Last semester the executive
board of Stu-A brought forth a
proposal to the Board of
Governors concerning some
questions and problems the y
saw in the HaU staff selection
process, and also in the hall
staff responsibilities. This
proposal was brought to the
Board of Governors at a
Thursday night meeting, and
was supposed to be voted on by
them at an emergency meeting
called for the following
Monday. It is not difficult to
figure out that this left little or
no time for the governors to
talk with constituents and see
how they felt about the issues
brought forth. Further, it did
not allow students who were
concerned about the issue the
chance to voice their opinions
to the Board . In fact, some
students who were directl y
involved and could have
answered questions or brought

Ingrid Ekstrom

Homosexuals need "a voice"
To the Editors:

years.
As members of Hall Staff we
welcome suggestions for
change and realize that there
can always be improvements.
However, we are distressed
that our student government
chose to approach this issue in
such an unconstructive and
irresponsible manner. Before
the student government can
obtain the respect of both the
student bod y and the
administration it must learn
that gathering accurate
information and giving fair
representation to all of its
constituents is more effective
than false allegations and
slander.
Melissa Ruff
Sherry Kokinos
Steven Teplitz
Peter R. Bowers
William Clendenen HI
Chris Vickers
Mitchell Cook
Mary M. McCarthy
Thomas J. Hubbard III
Christopher Powell
Scott G. Hunter
Keith Birkhauser
Peter Y. Ackerman
Jeffrey A. Norton
Stephen J. Sanborn
Vickie Caron
Heather S: Anderson
Joan M. Fortin
Phil Purcell
Charmaine Twigg
Rob Cloutier
Tim Burton
Julie Irmischer
Victoria J. Briggs
Greg Lawless
Kathy Harnett
Dave Randall

forei gn " country that I met a
homosexual student who
would openly admit his
minority sexuality to the
heterosexuals in our group.
And guess what folks? He didn't
try to make any converts.
A good deal has been written
and said this year at Colby
about students who are in the
racial minority, and about the
lack of diversity at our school.
Why is it that when a member
of a sexual minority wants their
voice to be heard, some people
become frigh tened and try to iii¦iii uiiiMiiiiiMMmiiiiiiiiiiiunHmmiinninmiitnin
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Homosexuality j
and freedom §1I

To the Editors:
I am writing in response to an
article from last week's Echo,
titled "Another View." In the
article gays and/or lesbians
were condemned for their
"unusual sexual behavior." It
was very distressing to read
what was sa i d, and how
blatantly these peop le biasphemed gays/lesbians.
Personally, I do not partake in
homosexual activity, however,
aren't all homosexuals merely
ut iliz ing their . Amer ican rights
as citizens? After all, this
country was founded on life,
liberty and the pursuit of
happiness. Aren't gays and
lesbians merely exercising their
freedom, and through their
sexual activity attempting to
pursue their own individual
happiness.
continued on pace 11
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you have any questions or concerns about AIDS ,
If
J
please call : 1-800-851-AIDS .

¦"

Questionnaire not inappropriate
To the Editor:
The questionnaire published
by the Association of Gay
Psychologists is not a "blatant
statement of pro-homosexual
tendencies." Even if it was, why
would that matter? How many
blatant statements of heterosexuality do we run into
everyday? This questionnaire is
composed of questions that the
gay/lesbian community is often
asked. The publication of this
questionnaire with it's rep lacement of the word
homosexual with heterosexual
is simply to get people thinking
about the incredible prejudices
of our society which Levin and
Languet so perfectly exemplify.
What makes people so afraid
of differences, and who has the
right to decide what is natural?
"Natural" is what feels right for
each particular individual as
judged by her or himself. If a
woman or a man does not feel
comfortable pretending to be
happily heterosexual, then it is
that - the play acting - which is
not natural:
"It is not our differences which
separate...[us], but our reluctance to recognize those differences and to deal effectivel y
with the distortions which may
have resulted from ignoring
and misnaming of these

Meader review
innacurate
To the Editors:

Last week's review of Abbott
Meader's exhibit in the Art
Museum was written by a
student that went to the
museum with the hopes of
escaping a state of "h yperhomework" frenzy. The student
brought with him a preconceived notion as to what
images he would enounter
there AND how they would
make him feel.
Perhaps this was a bad idea.
Experiences throug hout life
bring us closer to the
realization that to go into
anything - be it a lecture, a first
date, or even a Seller's meal often leads to disappointment.
This danger is increased
ten-fold when it comes to
working towards an understanding of, or appreciation
for, a piece of artrThe student
encountered images that were
inconsistent with past experiences of the natural world
and its representations in the
world of art. The brilliant
colors were "catal ysts of stress"
and he left the space admiring
the most realistic pieces because
h e wasn't shaken by them.
My only regret is that the
article wasn't published four
days before the show ended so
that he could look again when
he was a little more relaxed
and not searching for a means
of "procrastination."
If we only needed nature and
ar t to calm and relax us, then
we would only go outside when
the weather was "nice" and
surround ourselves indoors
with post card s of sunsets and
rolling hills when it thundered.

Deborah Gassner

differences...The future of our
earth may depend on the ability
of all... to develop... new
patterns of relating across
difference...(Andre Lorde)."
Languet and Levin's logic is
precarious at best. Because
homosexuals cannot reproduce
when having sex together, their
argument goes, they have a
"fitness value of 0" and are,
therefore, not normal. The
authors, however, mistake
sexuality for reproduction and
ignore that only one in one
thousand acts of heterosexual
sex are for procreation. Were
that not the case, Colby would
be running a kindergarden and
nursery school as well as
college level courses. Birth
control, by .their logic is just as
illegitimate as homosexuality,
for it is after all no more
"natural."
It is really upsetting to know
that at Colby College one does
not have the right to freely
express him or herself without
uemg narasseci. The questionnaire was striking in that itmade us realize how discriminatory we are towards homosexuals . It made us question
our own sociall y ingrained
prejudices and , thus, we
appreciate its publication.
However, Albert Languet and
And y Levin did not see the
questionnaire as a chance to
identif y some fault withi n
themselves, instead they took it
as a direct affront upon their
heterosexuality. They misunderstood its original - and only
- intent.
Obviously, the questionnaire
struck a nerve. This does not
make it, however, inappropriate. Whether homosexuality
is acceptable is a question each

Casino Night
a success
To the Editors:

On behalf of B.A.R. we would
like to thank all of those
involved with Casino Night; it
wais a great success! All of the
dealers had a good time and we
want to express our infinite
gratitude for your hel p. We
knew that being a dealer was a
trying task but we saw that they
had
what it took to take the
.
players' money!
We would also like to thank
the Colb y community for
participating in Alcohol Awareness Week. Inspite of minor set
backs concerning the speaker on
"Alcohol and the Athlete 's
Bod y " and the cancellation of
the drinking experiment the
whole progra m was a success,
All of the movies and forums '
were well attended and well
received by the Colb y community.
Alcohol Awareness Week was
a success because of y our
support. Our hope is to
continue educating the commun ity abou t alcohol. Please
inform .us of any alcohol related
issues that you would like us to
address.
Thank You,
B. A. R.
Better Alcohol Responsibility

Qhi T

A Clarification from the Dean

To the Editors:
Again I felt compelled to write
the Echo to provide further
information on issues which
were raised in the "letters to the
Editor section."
Judicial Board
a) Selection-Tustices are
selected by a committee which
is composed of five people.
Three individuals, (two students and a faculty member) are
selected by the Judicial Board
and two students are chosen by
the Board of Governors. The
Dean of Students Office is not
involved in the selection
process.
b) Sanctions-are described in
the Student Handbook and
range from warnings and
probations to more serious
sanctions, such as suspension
and expulsion. In the last 20
years, however, there has not
been one expulsion. Suspensions are reserved for very
serious infractions and are not
used frequently. In the past
three years, for examp le,
suspensions have resulted from
sexual assault, physical assault,
harassment, breaking and
entering, bottling throwing,
illegal use of funds, falsif ying
employment hours, fighting,
and endangering the well-being
of fellow students. No list can
be comprehensive enough to
cover all possible infractions
which could result in suspension, however, especially
when past records must be
considered. Hence, the College
and the Judical Board must look
at each case on its own merits
and review any precedents
which might exist.
It 's important to note that a
thorough system of "checks and
balances" exists in the judical
process in that the Judicial
Board first makes recommendations to the Dean, if the
Dean and the Board cannot
agreee, then the case is referred
to the Appeals Board and

Accepting

ultimately to the President of
the College if necessary.
c) Cases are brought to the
attention of the Dean's Office
through a variety of avenues from individual students to hall
staff to security to the local
police and administrators from
other colleges where Colby
students have allegedly been
involved in some misconduct.
Efforts-are made to obtain both
sides of an issue in every case.
Students or faculty contact
witnesses and present an
unbiased summary of the case
to the Board. Student assistants
are available to help individuals prepare for their
appearance before the Board.
There are no efforts to "single
out undesirable groups or
individuals" in cases which are
brought to our attention.
d) Consistency - the Board's
our experience from past cases,
coupled with the records of past
disciplinary actions, assists in
maintaining consistency. But of
course, each case is unique and
must be heard in its entirety. •
Students and faculty on the
Judicial Board have very
responsible positions and they
take their positions and their
duties very seriously. The
dedicate almost every Sunday
night to hearing cases in an
effort to provide fair hearing
cases in an effort to provide a
fair hearing board for any
student infraction. I value their
work and the care with which
they exercise their duties.
Hall Sta ff Selection: The
process has involved student
input for a number of years.
Efforts to enhance that input
are welcomed. Dean McPhetres-Maisel, who administers the selection process, is a
respected member of the
Dean 's Office who conscientiously performs her duties
and who does seek student
counsel and who values student
opinions. She has met with
members of the Board of

differences f

Governors to explain the
process and to consider
suggestions put forth by the
Board.
Gay and Lesbian Issues: lam
troubled by the lack of
sensitivity shown in the recent
letter concerning gay men and
lesbians at Colby. Efforts to
increase awareness of gay and
lesbian issues should be
applauded not derided. .
In a community where
diversity is valued, we should
welcome individuals of different races, background and
sexual orientation.
I appreciate the opportunity
to address these issues and
would be pleased to discuss
them further with concerned
parties.
Janice Seitzinger

On "Student
Employment
To the Editors:
I would like to dispel some
confusion that has arisen
because of the inaccuracies in
last week's Echo article,
"Student Employment." Students should know that the
ultimate responsibility for
filling out the Personnel Action
Form rests with the employer.
The form is invalid without the
emp loyer 's signature. My
intention, for the article was to
emphasize that students should
be aware of this form, in order
to remind their employers to fill
them out. This' app lies particularly to last minute substitutes.
The action form was
instituted on January 1st of this
year. This means that students
who were employed prior to
this" date have already been
intergrated into the system. An
action form is necessary if you
obtain a new job - even if you
continued on page 7
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To the Editors:
|
I feel the need to respond to
45 Main St., Waterville
"Another View " which ap- |
peared in last week's edition of
the Echo. I think it is necessary
to clarify the intent of "A Simple
Questionnaire." It was not by
any means a "blatant statement
of pro-homosexual tendencies."
It was intended to point out the
tJCLOTHING & SPORTING GOODS
absurdity in the existence of
¦
questions often asked of i
homosexuals. Heterosexuals
f
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often ask these questions
because they feel homosexuals
need to "ju stify " their sexuality. .
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erence?
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The lesbian/gay community
indeed a minority. People here
should be more willing to i
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accept a difference in sexual
pr eference and not feci
threatened by it. Knowledge is i
^p/ ¦ *Also a great select ion of bats,
pne way this sexist attitude can
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be overcome. As Marilyn Frye, I
her
,
philosop
a contemporary
sta tes,"Ignorance works like
this, creating the conditions
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Women's studies conference a success
by Karen Buckley and Jill
Paradis
A wide variety of discussions
centered on "Vision and Revision: The Challenge for the
•80's" at the Third Annual
Women's Studies Conference
this past weekend. The conference was focused on the
evolution of women's studies,
both as a discipline and a means
for social change. The conference, coordina ted by Nancy
Mackenzie, provided a forum
for students, faculty, and
feminists working in all fields to
share ideas and gain support.
The weekend opened .with a
wine and cheese reception
followed b y dinner on the
second floor of Robert' s Union .
The keynote speaker was Karen
Gershman, M.D., a faculty
member of the MaineDartmouth Family Practice
Residency and medical director
of the Maine Veteran's Home.
In her speech, entitled "Liberating the Waiting Room:
New Perspectives on Women
and Medicine," Gershman discussed the struggle women face
in medicine. She noted the
inequalities which exist and
questioned whether or not
women have evolved in this
field. Gershman indicated that
although women are fi ghting
an uphill battle, progress can be
made. Gershman brought out
qualities that women bring to
medicine which are often seen
as weaknesses, such as compassion, vulnerability, and a
willingness to care, and emphasized that they are actuall y
unique strengths. Gershman
received a standing ovation at
the end of her address.
Following the address, the

women members of the Occasional Chorale perf ormed a
number of p ieces, as well as a
sing-a-long for the audience.
The "evening also included a
showing of "Master Smart
Woman," a film about Maine
writer Sarah Orne Jewett. A
special tribute was made to
Maine filmmaker Jane
Morrison who made the Jewett
film, and who died tragically in
January while working on a
project in Kenya . Colb y 's
Women's Studies program also
presented donations to two
non-profit organizations, The
Maine Arts Commission and
Women Making Movies, both
of which had helped fund
Morrison 's projects. MacKenzie was presented with a
bouquet of flowers in .thanks for
her organization of the weekend. Tribute was also paid to
English and Black Studies
professor Debbie McDowell
who is leaving Colby to take a
position at the University of
Virginia.
.Saturday's activities included
a wide variety of workshops
and panel discussions relating
to women's studies. Some of
the- topics were "Women In
Intimate Relationships," led by
feminist psychiatrists Dr.
Nancy Coyne and Dr. Kath y
Frye; "The Man and "Woman":
A Lacanian Reading of Perfume
and Men's Cologne Advertisements," an audiovisual presentation by English professor
Gary Leonard; and "Connections between Civil Ri ghts,
Reproductive Choice, and
Right to Privacy" presented by
Dale McCormick, president of
the Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance.
According to MacKenzie,
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there were approximately 250
participants from all over the
state. "I was struck by the
networking going on with
people from all over the state.
There was strength, love,
support and solidarity. With the
warmth and love in the room, it
felt like a giant pot-luck
supper."

Golf beg ins
by Bryan Cook
Spring has arrived and
although there is stil plenty of
snow on the ground the Colby
golf team has begun practicing.
The Colby golfers, under the
direction of new coach Sid
Farr, have been practicing in
the fieldhouse since midFebruary in antici pation of
their opening match against
MIT and Tufts April 11. This
year's team is led by returning
sophomores Bryan Cook, Chris
Tierney, Marc Enger , Jon
Robinson, and Bill Bullock. The
onl y senior on the team, Mike
Ashley, started playing this fall.
The rest of the spring roster
will be filled by four new
players picked from tryouts to
be held in early April.
The spring season includes
individual matches against
MIT, Tuftf-v USM, and Bates,
as well as the prestigious New
England Intercollegiate Golf
Association Championshi p,
held on Cape-Cod, and the
NESCAC champ ionship, held
at Williams. Colby will also try
to recapture the Maine State
Championship after having lost
it to USM in 1986. The
performance of the returning
starters will be the key to
Colby's success this spring.
Practice is going well and the
team should be read y for its
first match even though the
majority of the players will not
have played since the fall. Team
improvement is contingent
upon depth, which was lacking
¦
continued on page 15

The phony war
by A. M.Rosenthal
c. 1987 N. Y. Times News Service
NEW YORK - The truth about
narcotics in the United States is
not that this country has lost
the war against drugs. It is that
we never really decided to get
into it.
Drugs not ' only poison the
lives of adults and adolescents
but now, every day, cripple the
minds of children, even
10-year-olds, 9-year-olds. We
know what that means for the
future of the country and the
children. But as a nation we still
keep pushing the reality away,
never reall y committing
ourselves.
There is big talk about a war
against drugs. But it is a war
being fought without a
command or a commander,
without a coherent strategy
arid without sufficient funds,
arms or national determination
to pay the price.
The price involves something
more difficult to obtain than
money - a reordering of
national priorities. Ri ght now
the struggle against drugs
ranks so low that not onl y
bud getary interest but
commercial, military and even
diplomatic interests.
Consider this: specialists in
narcotics control know that the
cheapest and most efficient
method of stopping foreign
drugs flowing into the country
is at the source, not at our
borders or in the streets of
American cities.
American anti-narcotics
agents risk their lives in this
strugg le. But they „ are
frustrated and blocked by the
refusal of our government to
use the full wei ght of its
political and economic power.
There is a law, just come into
operation, that mandates that
countries that do not do their
best alone or with Washington
to fi ght drug production lose 50
percent of the economic aid this

country gives them . This does
not include loans. It is a mild
penalty compared with what
the United States could do if it
reall y wanted to get serious
about drugs - economic
boycotts, military aid reductions, stopping air travel to
and from countries that refuse
to take real action.
This year, for the first time,
the State Department had to
tell the president which
countries were not cooperating
fully. It was a farce, but not a
terribl y funny one.
The department did not issue
a report describing what was
going on in country after
country where opium and
cocaine production is a maj or
industry targeted strai ght at
the United States or which are
flourishing transportation
networks for drug growers
from other nations.
This is what it said about
Mexico: "Mexico is the primary
single country supp lier of
heroin and marijua na to the
United States. Moreover,
about one third of the cocaine
consumed in the United States
in 1986 transited Mexico."
Pakistan: "Production of
opium increased in early 1986 to
range of 140-160 metric tons
compared to 40-50 tons in 1984.
This setback was a direct result
of the government of Pakistan's
failure to respond swiftly when
faced with strong opposition by
growers to its control policies."
And so on and so on, country
after country. Then it came to
naming
countries
not
cooperating, which would
mean cutting aid. The
department listed onl y
Afghanistan, Iran and Syria,
which do not get a nickel from
us. That should be good for a
few laughs in Tehran and
Damascus and whatever
Soviet office in Moscow is
running Af ghanistan,
j * wac mticeded
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THE FAR SBDE

By GARY LARSON

Simultaneously ail three went for the ball ,
,
and the coconut-like sound of their heads
hitting secretly delighted the bird.
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Affiliated Hospitals in
New York State

New JcKe>
United Kingdom
Approved February 4, 1987 by the New York State Education Department f or the
purpose of conducting a clinical clerkship program in New York teaching hospitals.
St. George's received a similar approval in 1985 from the New Jersey Board of
Medical Examiners; this establishes St. George's as the only foreign medical school
with instruction in English that has state-approved campuses in both New York
and New Jers ey.
Over 700 students have transferred to U.S. medical schools. St. George's has
graduated over 1,000 physicians:
They are licensed in 39 states;
They hold faculty positions in 20 U.S. medical schools -25°7q have been Chief
Residents in 119 U.S. hospitals (according to a 1986 survey).
St. George's is entering its second decade of medical education. In the first decade,
we were cited by The Journal of Ihe America n Medical Association (January 1985)
as ranking number one of all major foreign medical schools in the initial pass rate
on the ECFMG exam.
St. George's is one of the few foreign medical schools whose students qualify for
Guaranteed Student Loans. Our students also qualify for the PLUS/ AJLAS loans
and , under certain conditions , VA loans. St. George's grants a limited number of
loans and scholarships to entering students.
For informatio n
St. Gco .rc 's University School of Medicine/260
please contact
c/o The Foreign Medical School Services Corporation
the Office of
One East Main SJrect • Bay Shore, New Vork 11706 .
(516) 665-8500
Admissions
J
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Karen Buckley
ECHO NewiiEditor

On Monday evening, March
16, professors Tony Corrado,
Roger Bowen > and Rob
Weisbrot hosted a- ' talk on
Iranamuck. Corrado opened
the discussion with an
interpretation of the Tower
Commission report followed by
comments from- both Bowen
and Weisbrot.
Corrado noted that the
events in Iran took place in
three stages. The first stage
began back in the early part of
1984 when the National
Security Council (NSC) under
Robert McFarlene decided to
reassess the U.S. foreign policy
towards Iran due to the
possibility of Khomeni dying.
"The clear policy of the U.S.
government was that we were
not to get involved with arms
transfer with Iran ," said
Corrado. However, this
attempt failed .
Stage two came in 1985
when the NSC decided to make
another attempt at changing
U.S. policy. In May, three NSC
members drafted a memo
which stated that Iran was ripe
for Soviet infiltration, and that
a rethinking of policy was
essential. The memo met with
harsh criticism. At this point,
the NSC apparently decided to
act on its own.
In stage three, Iran became
involved. Israel was also
interested for three reasons.
First, Iraq was a longterm
adversary, and there was a
clear desire to undermine Iraqi
efforts. Second, they wished to
promote the arms export
industry. Finally,both wanted
to develop relations which
would indicate their support of
the U.S.. Reagan reportedl y
approved of the attempt to
open up relations through arms
sales. At this point, Lt. Colonel
North went to Irsarel.
The first attempt at an arms
deal failed. Since John
Poindexter had been appointed
the new NSC advisor, North
went to him with his plan for an
I
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by Patricio Silva

arms-hostages deal. On
January 7, 1986, Reagan met
with top officials and decided to
put together a straight arms for
hostages deal. On January 17,
he signed a memorandum
indicating that covert actions
were to take place. (Reagan has
claimed that he signed the
memo but did not read it).
From January 17, 1986 on,
Oliver North operated
Operation Recovery.
Through Secord and his
associates, cash and arms were
traded. An agreement was not
easil y reached with Iran
through Ghorbanifar, but
finally the arms were traded.
On July 26, Father Jenko was
released.
North soon decided that he
could not trust Ghorbanifar
anymore because three more
hostages had been taken. As a
result, he "found another
channel."
From this point on, North
acted on his own. At one point,
he brought a Bible signed by
President Reagan (which he
had told Reagan was a
traditional action), and told the
Iranians that this was a symbol
of the Presidents giving North
the duty to speak for him.
Problems arose when
pamphlets were distributed,
and Rafsonjani held a press
conference outlining the deals
with North and the U.S.. On
November 9, 1986, an
emergency meeting was held at
which time it was decided that
Reagan would not make any
comments relating to the Iran
deals. The Tower Commission
was then formed to investigate
the matter.
Bowen noted the role of
Nicaragua in relation to the
Iran affairs. He feels that
"there is . a broader, more
general issue that the narrow
picture of the sequence of
events overlooks^" He felf that
the plan overall in Iran was
''not that well contrived."
Bowen added that if a
government consistently conducts activities in secret, it will
continued on page 14
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An audience of some 250
students attended a forum on
the emotional aspects of the
Vietnam war, drawn from the
personal experiences of the
panelists: Cal and Nancy
Mackenzie, Kitt and Robert
Pfeiffer, Roger Bowen, and
Robert Weisbrot. The forum
was preceded by a showing of
"Hearts and Minds," an
exp losive , and disturbing
documentary on the Vietnam
war. The forum was dedicated
to the emotional impact that
the conflict had for those
affected by the decisions of
Presidents Johnson and Nixon.
Professor Weisbrot, serving as
the mediator, opened the forum
with a cursory synopsis of the
significant events and move*ments in the 1960's relevant to
forum discussion. "The war
disrupted and devastated the
lives of Americans, with some
three million serving, another
million involved in draft
offenses," according to Weisbrot. Differences of opinion
concerning the Vietnam war
polarized American society to
the extent that families were
torn apart oyer the issue. It was
a difficult period as uncertainty
and mistrust seemed to
predominate in the political
scene. Increasingly disenchanted , with the actions of the
Johnson administration many
students turned to the emerging
counter culture movement of
the 1960's, engaging in campus
protests, peace vigils, and other
acts of civil disobedience. It was
a turbulent period for the
nation and particularly for
those entering college in the
1960s.
After Weisbrot finished his
outline of the period, Nancy
Mackenzie spoke of her
experiences concerning the
Vietmnam war. The war had
little impact on her until it was
decided that no further student
deferments would be granted,
which made her prospective
husband, Cal Mackenzie,
continued on page 9
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If you have an interest In computers arid you are ' maintain a 1:1 programmer/terminal ratio, •
Mass Mutualj a Fortune 100 Company with over
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enter a truly exceptionaltraining program, During
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Senior-scholars program:
Initiative. Self-motivation.

What does it take to become a
Senior Scholar? "You must be
committed," Professor . Sadoff
says. "You must be an
exceptional student capable of
working on your own in an
unstructured learning environment. You've got to really be
into what you're doing."
Interested students may ask:
"And just how much work is this
going to entail?" Plenty, but the
rewards far outweigh the time
demands. First, the application
process. Applications are due by
April 15th and may be picked up
from Professor Sadoff in her
office in 224 Miller Library, ext.
3297 if you want to call. Her
regular office hours are from
3:00-4:30 Tuesday and Thursday, and she welcomes anyone

field or topic of interest on their
own..The program is by no
means limited to the Fine Arts,
any participating discipline at
Colby may -sponsor Senior
Scholars.
This year, seven students are
participating in the program.
Julie D'Amico, Gregg Bach, and
Pamela Sherbondy are doing
work in peotry. Glenn Cummings is writing fiction. Maura
Murphy is creating dance.
Rebecca Binder is doing a study
of 19th century women's
factory work, and Jeff Thaxter
is doing a study on the welfare
state.

by Mark D. Wilson
Talking with Dianne Sadoff,
chair of the Senior Scholars
Program, vou can feel the
energy and enthusiasm radiating from her jet-b lack eyes.
"We're trying to encourage
more than just passive learning, we're giving peop le the
chance to have the satisfaction
of going independent in their
studies."
The Senior Scholars Program
was created for such a purpose:
to give dedicated, motivated
students the chance in their
senior year at Colby to pursue a
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interested to stop by. The
student must find one faculty
member who will supervise
their project, who will be
willing to meet about once a
week on a one-to-one basis.
Considering our faculty, this
should not be hard.
One letter of recommendation
from another member of the
faculty is necessary, plus an
oral interview (if there are any
problems with your application)
with the Independent Study
Committee: The Committee
makes the final decision on the
application.
In addition to meeting with an
advisor once a week or so, the
students must hand in progress
reports to Professor Sadoff
once a semester, and do a
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community presentation of
their work at the end of the
year.
"But the experience is very
rewarding," gleams Julie
D'Amico. "In poetry, you get
the feeling that things are
getting closer to what is. It is
frustrating at times, but the
process is more important.
Personal change is a great
benefit. I feel more 'tuned in' to
myself because I'm paying more
attention to my own feelings
and how things affect me. I'm
learning the issues and
concerns of poetry, getting a
writer's look into the syntax,
feeling, and impulse of poetry."
If accepted into the program,
much of your senior year is
freed up for your project. Two
courses of six credit hours per
semester are given, but in
return you are expected to
produce finished scholarly
work. The poetry students, for
example, are required to turn in
20 to 25 of their own poems. Of
course, quality is stressed over
quantity, as the project is
graded. "In most cases," Prof.
Sadoff states, "the work is 'A'
work because of the motivation
factor of the students."
"I would encourage more
people to give it a try," says
Senior Scholar Gregg Bach.
"The faculty support is great,
and it is good to share your
experiences with other members in the program. I once had
a .hard time sharing my
personal work, but now I find
I'm opening up more and my
self-confidence is increasing. I
enjoy getting my experiences on
paper and it is fun working
with words."
Professor Sadoff reflects
Gregg s comments. It is good
to share the dedication of
working hard, and others are
good sources of reinforcement
and inspiration. It should also
be worth note that being a part
of such a program gives a boost
to graduate school applicants.
It is an opportunity to show just
what kind of original independent work you are capable
of, and it also shows your
initiative is taking advantage of
what Colby has to offer."
At the end of the year a special
dinner is held in honor of the
participants, and it seems only
fitting. These are people who
have taken on a great
responsibility, who have dared
to test their limits and to grow
both as people and as artists.
The rewards are not so much in
the finished product or the
superficial acclaims, but rather
as D'Amico said "in the
process.".

Initiative, self-motivation and
originality - these are the things
it takes to be a Senior Scholar.
Do you have what it takes?

Employment"
continued from page 4
only intend to work for a few
hours.
Finally, the pay rates for the
1986-1987 academic yeear are
$3.50, $3.67 and* $3.87 (not
$3.80). These pay rates are
attached to the jobs themselves.
Any questions should be
directed to me in the Financial
Aid Office.
Carolyn Keshian
Work-Study Coordinator
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Off the Cuff

c.cc.

Jim Sullivan
ECHO Opinion Editor
What is all this talk about
spending the $30 million raised
in the Colby 2000 Campaign oh
books for the library and new
teaching positions? Before any
of that money is spent, we
ought to consider a number of
alternatives which would prove
to be more beneficial to Colby in
the long run. Isn't it blatant
enough that we are in need of a
number of modest improvements which would define
Colby's image once and for all
so that no one can ever claim
we are struggling with an
identity crisis?
Before new teachers are even
considered, a number of servile
positions must be created and
filled with the very best that
Colby can afford. Always there
are complaints about parking in
the Hillside, Roberts and Dana
lots. The solution does not lie in
the construction of another lot,
but in the hiring of valets to
park cars. The reason that these
lots are currently unable to
accomodate all member's cars
is because many members are
not " good parkers, at times
parking diagonally across the
white lines so that two spaces
are filled with one car. Valets
will eliminate this problem. In
this way, the absolute parking
potential of a given lot will be
realized and construction of a
new lot will be rendered
unnecessary. Valets at Colby
are an urgent necessity; don't
worry about what they'll do in
their spare time, for there will
be no spare time - a bucket of
hot, soapy water and a sponge
will see to that.
Colby's financial p lanners
must rearrange their list of
priorities in order to appease
members before they trifle with
books and teachers. Mary Low
Commons has a beautiful new
Nautilus room, but what about
Lovej oy, Chaplin and Johnson
Commons. Why should those
members suffer a walk all the
way down to the fieldhouse
(where the Nautilus room has
no mirrors) when they too have
paid their $15,000 in dues? If the
other three Commons ciannot
have a Nautilus room of their
own, then we must have a new
fieldhouse closer to the
Hillsides. As it is now, members
must walk too far to work out,
no matter if it is raining,
snowing, etc... We've all pretty
much decided that we don 't
want to wear hats in bad
weather and a long walk in the
winter invites a cold. If those
responsible for the $30 million
cannot seem to justif y a
fieldhouse then a shuttle service
is absolutely necessary.
It is appalling how little is
spent on social life, an area th at
members feel deserves much
greater attention . First off, take
a chunk of that $30 million and
pay off the liquor inspector. It 's
a little ridiculou s for members
to have to worry about the law
in their own place. If our

evenings are not cursed by
meddling liquor inspectors,
then they are plagued by a lack
of originality. Lately, the Stu-A
office has sent representative
members to other campuses on
party fact-finding tours. But
these reconaissance missions
are not part of the weekly
Stu-A itinerary; let's see that
they are so that by Friday our
soirees will be fresh arid
invigorating.
We should not be forced to
wallow as a second-rate
institution when money is so
accessible. If we have aspirations of grandeur, then we've
got to follow the lead of some
of the more antiquated and
distinguished institutions. Oxford requires all its members to
wear a tuxedo at dinner each
evening. Granted, tuxedos are
a little formal right now, but
navy blue blazers, emblazoned
with a 'Colb y ' over the left
breast, are the least we can do
to meet the standard.
How can we live up to our
projected image when money is
filtered through such foolish
hands that want to buy books
and hire teachers. Everyone
keeps calling us apathetic and
maybe we are. The image is in
serious danger unless members
begin to demand more. For
God's sake - let's preserve the
Country Club. For guidance, let
us be inspired by the pretentious
spirit of one of our Trustee
members who was recently
insulted when Colby attempted
to lodge him at a Howard
Johnsons in Boston during a
meeting of the Trustee
members. His insult didn't end
in submission and neither
should ours in the face af all
this book and teacher
mumbo-jumbo. After taking one
look at the hovel of a room they
had secured for him, he
immediately marched to his
fellows, admonished the
financial planners and stomped
off to the Ritz, thus inspiring
these lines:
There once was a mi ghty Trustee
Who proclaimed a haughty decree
"I won't stay with Ho Jo,
this place is too low,"
And off to the Ritz marched he!
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Ah! Spring

Wake me when it's over

Scott Lanier

ECHO Columnist

semester tanning hours, and...
did I already mention checking
themselves out? Probably that
was implicit.
- The heaters are finall y
pumping steam - at the
warmest part of the evening,
when your most crucial exam
sits four hours away.
- The snow is finall y melting
its last molecules - but not
before it maliciously spurts its
last vicious energy onto the
students' freshly shined penny
loafers in the form of a
speeding, polluted stream. (At
least socks won't be ruined,
because nobod y wears the
damned things.)
- Professors cancel exams on
especiall y sunny afternoons,
and class is oftentimes declared
optional in order to encourage
outdoor recreation and natural
reflection. (Is anybody buying
this one? Wanna buy my car?)
- People wear tasteless tank
tops (with slogans like:
"Nobody tells me to drink, I'm a
volunteer" plastered on the
chest) and heinous, bermuda
shorts every day, despite the
sometimes unexpectedly low
temperatures. I love these
breezy times, because you'll
hear people saying: "Gee, I sure
got a bitchin' tan today," and
you know that it's actually the
result of a severe case of
windburn.
- Somehow, everyone forgets

.For the three students still
present on campus so close to
Spring Break, I now dedicate
this article. I'm sorry you
couldn't get a ride any earlier,
but I'll try to help you pass a
little time by commenting on the
rites of this newfound, festive
season we customarily call you know it, you love it, you
can't have pretty delicate
flowers without it- SPRING.
Here at Colby, there are
numerous distinctive signs of
j oyful awakening and universal
joy, of thoughtful kindness and
student harmony... Aw, I can't
go on with this. We're all
adults here (laugh,r that's a
joke) so let's not kid ourselves.
After Spring Break, the college
atmosphere changes even more
than the local temperature. I
guess I'm mainly here to tell
you that we mustn't be lulled
into a false sense of contentment and optimism. Never
forget, my socially optimistic
darlings, the many miserable
times ahead. Spring is a
transition period - to a living
Ni ghtmare on Scholastic St.
- Everyone comes back with
an even tan and a fu nky new
haircut. Unfortunately, you
can't attempt a meaningful
conversation with these returning peers for at least a week.
They are too busy looking to see
who is checking them out,
planning their ceaseless
r
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how much they hated the social
life of the previous months.
The ' administration securel y
sighs at the first toss of a
frisbee; and everywhere, you'll
hear that wholly obnoxious
catch phrase: "Hack, Dude?"
- Fort Weird (Alias: Foss, my
ever-lovin' home for these last
four years... No, I'm not
joking... same to you, buddy)
used to crank the' Dead out
every window at first sign of
thaw (or the first sign of
daylight, whichever came first).
But Foss Granolas are few
nowadays, (remember, we're a
homogeneous haven, now) and
so we'll probably be listening to
Wham! (Dear God, I wish I
was dreaming this.)
- Then there's the prospect of
a new relationship, which will
surel y fizzle after a summer
fling. (Ain't love grand?)
- The winter illnesses are '
finally at an end (and good
riddance, eh). Course crutches
become quite popular. (Good
luck, teams.)
Of course there is one
highlight which one might
genuinely appreciate, indeed
relish. Yes, Spri ng does not
solel y hold pitfalls and
annoyances. Join me in celebrating the greatest pleasure of
all - the afternoon nap. Wake
me when it starts to rain, won't
you?
¦
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• Vietnam

youth."
Robert Pfeiffer was opposed
to the war, a participant in
peace vigils at school. While his
brother was burning his draft
card at Yale, in demonstration
with Rev. William Sloan
Kaufaman, Rob expressed, his
sentiments against the war
differentl y. After graduating
from Bowdoin, and doing
graduate work at McGill
University/ he entered the
marines in 1968. After basic
training, which he described as
dehumanizing, and with growing skepticism concerning the
policy to "Win the Hearts and
Minds " of
the- South
Vietnamese, he found himself
assigned to the command of an
infantry platoon stationed in
Da Nang. The transition was
abrupt for him, in the space of
twenty hours he was transported from walking the streets
of San Francisco with his wife,
to a combat zone in South
Vietnam, with mortars exploding around them , and
helicopters circling. For him it
was an experience of total
disorientation and confusion.
He was responsible for a
fifty-man unit, twenty-five of
which were mildly retarded.
Each man was armed with an
automatic rifle and four
hundred rounds of ammunition.
On patrol through the jungle.
Rob, at times was more
worried about the men behind
him than any ambush ahead. In
his command of the unit they
were fortunate to experience
only two casualties, himself one
of them. Walking through a
field on night patrol, asleep on
his feet, he found himself on his
back with his shirt aflame from
the powder. He recalled that at
the time he was bored stiff, and
thinking of home. The injury
was not severe and he returned
to combat duty in two days.
An experience which was to
express his sentiments of the

m cununuea rrom page 6
eligible. On September 4, 1968
her husband Cal was actually
drafted. For her it was a
particularly difficult experience, separated from her
husband by a conflict which she
envisioned as a "meat grinder."
It was unclear who the enemy
actually was,the Viet Cong and
communism or President Johnson. It was in this period of
uncertainty that she gave birth
to their first child, Andrew. She
had recurring nightmares of
being surrounded by lions with
her son, alone. It was this
loneliness which was partic. ,
ularly draining.
For Cal Mackenzie, "Vietnam
was a navigational hazard in
our lives." It was a question of
avoiding entanglements, finishing school, and possibly
entering graduate school. Cal
recalled entering college, when
Vietnam was something on the
horizon, a minor conflict
ignored by the nation. Criticism
grew as the war changed and
evolved, with the escalation of
American forces and the
entrance of the war into the
national consciousness with the
Tet offensive, which began on
January 31, 1986. Entering
Army basic training in 1969, Cal
encountered men of similar
educational background to his
own preparing for the conflict.
He was assigned to the 1st
Cavalry replacement unit,
charged with the responsibility
of replacing soldiers in units
which suffered heavy casualties. "Moving names from one
list to another, a terribly lonely
and dehumanizing process.!' It
was difficult to relate the
experience to those who had
not felt the trauma the war
inflicted on those who served.
In concluding his remarks, Cal
said that the experience of
Vietnam had "robbed me of my
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war occurred while he was on
reconaissance in a hill top
observation post, observing a
village suspected of harboring a
grenade factory. After nine
days of continuous surveillance
they watched as jets streaked in
and strafed the village, dumping napalm over the area. This
action vvas followed by artillery
fire, tvhich with further air
strikes continued until the
village was obliterated. After
the attack ceased, they watched
as the inhabitants emerged
from hiding. Rob then accompanied a medical corpsman
into the village to render
whatever assistance they could
furnish. What they found were
119 women, children, and six
old men, all wounded, several
seriously. Rob requested medical assistance and the inhabitants were airlifted out by
Medivac. Upon returning to his
base,Rob was,confronted by his
major who voiced strenuous
objections to compromising'his
mission and evacuating "gooks"
out of the area. For Rob his
belief and trust in authority, a
respect developed in school,
was eroded and he left Vietnam
skeptical of the leadership.
Kitt Pfeiffer followed her
husband to Southeast Asia, taking a position in title Bangkok
International School in September 1986. Her recollections
of the period were full of
impressions of the schizophrenic nature of the conflict.
The disorientation and confusion which were so prevalent
in American society, and their
families at that time. A particularly vivid memory was her
April vacation which she spent
in Da Nang with her husband.
She held a party for his platoon
on the beach, complete with all
the trappings of a picnic. For
the soldiers it was a chance to
escape the trauma of the war
for a few hours. She recalled
how they appeared emotionally
drained and numb, reluctant to
discuss their experiences. It was
particularly ironic for her that
so savage a conflict was
occurring in a country of such

beauty.
Roger Bowen offered a
different experience of the
Vietnam war, which culminated
in his move to Canada: "a
bizarre intellectual odyssey." In
1964 he was a staunch
conservative, president of the
Young Americans for Freedom,
an organization as^ociated
with the Goldwater presidential campaign. His attitude
changed remarkably after a
junior year away in Japan
where he met South Vietnamese soldiers on R & R, who
regaled him with innumerable
stories of atrocities commited in
the conflict. He participated in
the International Anti-War Day
in Tokyo, his first protest, and
returned to his campus an
activist. Knee problems designated him 1-Y, ineligible for
the draft, and he went on to the
University of Michiga n to
graduate school. While on a
fellowship to Japan, he was
reclassified, ostensibly for
political reasons, 1-A and told
to report to the American
Embassy in Japan. He refused
and went to Canada where he
remained until 1978, after his
case had been resolved through
litigation. The experience left
hirn estranged from his father
and bitter towards the leaders
who he felt -had betrayed the
country.
The theme which emerged in
answering questions from the
audience was that "we [the
panelists] were all losers,"
regardless of our individaul
experiences. It left them with
an impression of chaos and
uncertainty which tainted the
early years of the marriages
and lives. The role of women in
the conflict was mentioned
several #mes by the speakers,
particularly by Kitt Pfeiffer who
recited a poem from Shallow
Graves, a novel which explores
the contrasts between two
women in Vietnam, one
American, the other Vietnamese, the poem, Learning
the War, expressed something
of the confusion and alienation
of those exposed to the conflict.
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• Differences

_ KAPLAN I

not have any longstanding
heterosexual relationships. The
two are separate in their lives.
The article angered and
frustrated me. But more
importantl y, I was upset at the
lack of acceptance of differences that was obvious by the
authors. The preceding questionnaire was not meant to be
an "attempt at sarcasm by
homosexual groupies." I do not
see lesbian/gays as "baltantl y
outspoken," who "..want
attention and use the cry of
discrimination to get it."
Nonhomophobically,
Elizabeth Clapham

questionnaire

9 continued from page 4
person must ask him or herself
individually; so if you, the
individual, decide that it is
unacceptable, fine. Even feel
free to discuss openly your
view, but do not be so arrogant
to assume that you know what
is right or wrong and can
dictate that belief to others. For
you are then violating personal
sovereignty - and that, to us, is
sacred. Oh the other hand, if
you choose to do so, g_ ahead,
but expect a little of your own
medicine in return somewhere
down the road.
Heidi Coughlin
Jeffrey Glover
Carolyn Keshian
- Joann Koletsky
Ellen Lanfford
• Michelle Leinbach

war

• continued from page 5
other countries were not
"cooperating," Laos and
Lebanon. But because of
American "vital national
interest " they escaped
Washington's offical naughty
list. Over every country but the
fearsome five, the department
waved a forgiving wand.
It is pointless to blame State
Department narcotics bureau
officials. They simply reflect
government attitudes - not
annoying or embarrassing a
military ally like Pakistan or an
important neighbor like Mexico
by cutting aid is more important
than fighting the "war" against
drug infestation from abroad.
Congress has until the end of
the month , to object. Some
members of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee are
thinking abou t resolutions of
disapproval for Mexico, the
Bahamas and Panama, which
could mean the 50 percent cut in
economic aid for • those
countries. If the resolution
pass both houses of Congress,
that would be a plain message
to all drug-industry countries and to the administration.
The United States has the
money, skills and power to fight
tho war. The reluctance to
move strongly against foreign
producers comes from the same
reality as the refusal to
appropriate enough money to
fight drugs at home or put
somebod y in charge. We just
don't have the wijj to decide
that a new national priority
faces the country.
It w ou l d i nvolv e pa i nful
choices, but none as painful as
glaring one day at a child or
gra n d ch i ld an d kn o w i ng
suddenly that something is
fearfully wrong.

_»^_r—— ¦_bb_________________—
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The commons system: Mary Low commons on the move

«V KuIIer
If lillor
by Betsy
Views from M.L. Commons
President Jeff Farley.
(For the next following
weeks, features will be
up dating you on the commons
pr esidents and their views on
the affairs of the commons
system and the elections for
Stu-A president and commons
pr esidents.)
The elections Commons '
presidents are fast approaching, and there have been a lot of
controversial happenings at
Colby College. Many of the
candidates for student government positions will be taking a
stand on the way the
administration is being run, the
way students are being treated,
and how we can make changes

*/

for the better witnin the
commons system.
Mary Low Commons president Jeff Farley is very much in
favor of the commons system,
and views it as an "excellent
idea." Mary Low Commons has
made a great deal of progress
in the Common's social and
cultural life. Farley reported
enthusiastically that they have
given some "great parties" andhaye brought a lot of valuable
cultural events to the Commons. He attributes a large
part of this success to his board
of governors, and to Colleen
Balch, chair of the cultural
committee, who he says "has
been great."
Farley reports, however, that

«•

there s not much else they can
do until the administration
gives the Board of Governors
more credibility and jurisdiction
in the administrative matters."
Farley is presently chairing a
committee on the Board of
Governors that is trying to gain
"more jurisdiction for themselves." This task is apparently
very frustrating, for even
though the administration
gives the Commons System the
slogan- "Create issues, grab an
idea," the issues are not the
problem. It is very evident how
many there are. So many, in
fact, tha t the administration
could really use the help of the
Commons Councils and Stu-

dent Association. Yet, Farley
finds that the biggest problem
with the Commons System is
that the administration is
allowing this government to
have only a superficial affect on
the Colby community.
Farley views;, many of the
J-bbard cases as "ridiculous,"
and "unfair to the students."
Yet he feels that the
administration, in designating
the Commons System to the
Colby Community, designated
the right for students to have
some say in the affairs of the
college. The Board of Governors once suggested the idea
that the libra ry be open 24
hours a day. "Then," Farley

said bitterly, "they said: 'we
can't pay the workers.' Period.
They didn't even give the idea a
second thought."
At the same time, he believes
his pushing these ideas over
and over again and his insisting
on the j urisdiction that the
administration should rightfully give to the students will
"make a difference. " In addition, he states, "I would recommend the job of Common's
president to anyone who likes
the opportunity to exercise
leadership, who wants to know
what is going on in the affairs
of the college, and for those
who just want to meet a lot of
people."

by Janet Dean

magazine were printed and
distributed on campus, and
these "disappeared like hotcakes," said Beaudoin.
With the spring issue of The
Pequod in the works, the editors
are again expecting a good turn
out of high quality submissions.
"Our philosophy is one of trying
to reach out to the community,"
says Beaudoin. "We hope to
produce a magazine that incorporates work from many
different corners of Colby."
The submission deadline for
the spring issue of The Pequod
is Friday, March 27. Fiction
submissions should have a
separate title page, with the
author's name appearing only
on that page. Works of poetry
and fiction should be submitted
at the reserve desk at the
library, while all artwork
should be placed in the folder in
the painting studio in Bixler.
Meetings for the poetry,
fiction and art editorial boards
will be held after spring break.
Those interested in participating should contact Julie
D'Amico for poetry, John
Beaudoin for fiction, and Aimee
Good for art.

Pequod addresses
humanity

Our arts are happy hits. We are
like the musician on the lake,
whose melody is sweeter than
he knows; or like a traveler,
surprised by a mountain echo,
whose trivial word returns to
him in romantic thunders. "
Ral p h Waldo Emerson, 1841

Tanning and the toothbrush
by Doug Kaplan
Spring break is just around
the corner, which means quite a
few fortunate Colby students
will be heading off to warm,
attractive climates where
members of the opposite sex
run free, where the surf tumbles
against the shore on star lit
nights, and where the sun beats
down on everyone's deeply
tanned bodies. Climates where
the ultraviolet radiation from
the sun penetrates us and
disorganizes the molecular
structure of our DMA. Climates
where our melanocyte cells are
exposed to lethal sun rays and
forced to release a pigment
called melanin in a feeble
attempt to protect our bodies
from a deadl y .skin disease
called melanoma. Climates
where millions of people go to
each year in order to acquire a
hefty coat of melaninized skin
so that they can return home
and impress their friends and
neighbors.
"My what a lovely tan y ou
have," says somebody's mother.
"You have quite the dark tan,
dude," says a friend. "God, you
look absolutely gorgeous!" says
a girl t o her fr iend who has just
returned from the Bahamas.
"Wher e'd y ou go?" a sks an
acquaintance two weeks after
you have returned. "Tanning is
unhealthy in all respects, you
must use sun block at all times,
oven when touring, and tan in a
salon before vacat ions to
prevent serious burns and
remember, hats and longsleeves are the best protection!"
says your dermatologist, in one

breath/ who looks as if he had

died a week earlier.
Tanning is an important part
in most students lives. On a
sunny day a certain amount of
time must be reserved for the
"sun-worshippers " to fulfill
their goal: to rid themselves of
a long winter palor. One Colby
student described tanning as
the "ultimate luxury." After all,
wh y do that ten page paper
when the sun is shining
brightly?
However, with the introduction of the tanning salon,
tanners are not confined to
sunbathing on sunny, summer
days. Now, any cold winter
night can become a heavenl y
experience for an ordinary
tanner.
Sometimes it is necessary to
utilize these salons in order to
acquire a base tan for ah
upcoming vacation. This is
often used as an excuse for
persistant tanners. Also, these
salons claim that because their
"sun" is filtered and the time is
regulated, it is not as bad as the
real sun. Well, as far a s
dermatologis ts ar e concerned ,
ultrav iolet rays ar e harmful to
skin no matter where th ey come
from.
Aft er several unwarranted
tr i ps to the tann i ng salon, a
tanner begin s to enter the realm
of "compulsive tanning," One
famous "compulsive tanner " is
George Ham i lton, the star of
Love at First Bite , among other
films. .He was quoted in
Newsw e ek as saying, "I'm
hooked now." When he signs a
contract, he makes sure that it
contains a clause which states
that once a month he must be
flown to a warm, sunny

climate. In fact Hamilton
concocts his own special suntan
lotion which supposedl y is just
as good as commercial .lotions.
Commercial suntan lotions
come in six different strengths
in order to protect the six
different types of skin. Skin type
ranges from 1 to 6, 1 being fair
and freckled skin which easily
burns and never tans, and 6,
which rarely burns and tans
well. The lotions are rated as to
how many times longer one can
remain in the sun with the
lotion on. For instance, suntan
lotion 8 means one can
sunbathe for eight times as long
as with unprotected skin. The
six strengths of lotion are 2, 4,
6,8, 15, and 22.
If tanning is so bad for the
skin and all this protection is
necessary, then why do it? The
an sw er is almost always the
same. Tanning simpl y mak es
one feel better in almost all
aspects. For instance, one
student said he feels cleaner,
heal thier and more selfconfident with a tan. Another
said she is a lot more r elaxed
and fr iendly because she "feel s
good." Yet another quoted a
tee-shirt which says, "He who
dies with the best tan wins."
As far as I am concerned ,
tann i ng feels fantast i c, and
despite the dangers I am going
to .continue tanning as long'as
there is sun. Like most
pleasurable experiences these
days, protection is important
and I will not hesitate to use it.
After all, as one dermatologist
once remarked/ "As soon as a
child i s old enough to hold a
toothbrush, he should bo
holding sunblock in his other

hand."

It has been said that art is "a
means of addressing humanity;" if this is true, than what
the Colby community has to say
to the rest of the world can be
found in The Pequod, Colby's
literary and arts magazine.
Founded in 1968, The Pequod
has served as a forum for the
works of writers and artists on
campus. The fall and spring
publications are a showplace
for some of the best poetry,
fiction, and artwork produced
by the Colby community.
According to fiction editor
John Beaudoin, last fall's issue
of The Pequod was "one of the
best we've had. The response to
our call for submissions was
excellent, and we were able to
publish very high quality work."
Twelve hundred copies of the
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Advice for spring break Commons President:

by Jenni Underbill and Karen
Trenholme

Colby Students, Spring Break
is only a few hours away and
the great moment of truth has
arrived. You have worked hard
to get yourself in shape, and
now you are ready to reveal the
new you. While lying on warm
beaches, surrounded by palm
trees and endless sand, it will be
easy to let all your cares melt
away under the warm sun; but
don't forget all your hard work!
Your Spring Wardrobe still has
to fit when-you get back. Here
are a few tips for lively exercise
while you enjoy the ultimately
lazy life of a beach bum.
To begin your days, start with
a stretch, whether it be for the
snooze button, the Tylenol
bottle, or sea shells (for those
genuine beach enthusiasts).
When you go to the beach, if
you're staying at a hotel down
the road, why not walk, and
spare your rented car the extra
mileage. If you're looking for a
real workout, offer to carry one
of your friends. No matter
where your accommoda tions
are though, purposely leave behind essential items, (sunglasses, drinks or binoculars) ,
in your hotel, and reap the
benefits of the extra exercise in

• Freedom
from page
continued

3
^
I would like to say that in my
opinion if two individuals wish
to partake in homosexuality, or
heterosexuality for that matter,
they should avoid promiscuity
as well as utilize prophylactics,
in order to protect themselves
as well as our society as a
whole.
Last week's article was
distressing to say the least.
Gays and lesbians are a
minority, nonetheless they
should not be stripped of their
American rights, after all they
are human beings just like the
rest of the population in the
United States. Let's not dig this
minority into the hole tha t all
other minorities have been

walking back.
Now you are at trie beach,
and you're not exhausted yet.
Don't despair - the real fun is
just beginning. Beach exercises
are the best 'way to attract
attention - try a few.
1) Use lotion instead of oil, its
harder to rub in.
2) Takea run/jog/walk to the
END of the beach. .
3) After you've been bathing in
the sun for a while, try one of
the newer forms of arm
exercise. Stand up, -vigorously
shake your towel as to get rid oi
every speck of sand, and then
end by resuming you original
tanning position.
4) Instead of straining your
neck, j ust get up and walk by.
(You know what we mean!)
5) When you are ready to
plunge into the water, swim to
the life guard chair and back.
And finall y, the best of them
all,
6) Tread water and "scope"
the scene on the beach - it's a bit
of work and very entertaining.
For all of you heading -to
exotic lands and warm
climates, we hope these hints
will come in handy and that you
have an AWESOME time.
Remember: no extra baggage
allowed on the return trip! Bon
Voyage.

thrown into up to this point in
time. Once a minority is
trapped in a hole, it is very
tough for minorities in general,
to climb out of this hole. If they
can climb out of the oppressive
hole, they will shatter its cover,
which can be seen as the.status
quo of discrimination. This may
be the first step to equality for
all minorites, after all it has to
start somewhere. Discrimination of gays and lesbians will
only perpetuate ignorance and
further discrimination of all
minorities. Homosexuals and
heterosexuals are .obviousl y
different, but what gives any
individual the right to judge
which of the two is best?
Sean Murray - Class of 89'
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The responsibility and experience

a Talk with Chaplin
Commons President Lauren
Frazza.
Betsy Kuller
ECHO Staff Writer
"It's a lot or work in a little
time," is how Chap lin
Commons presiden t Lauren
Frazza describes the job of. a
Commons president." The
position entails tremendous
responsibility and perseverence, but I definitely enjoy it.
It's .a grea t way to become
involved with life at Colby."
Frazza believes that the most
important advanta ge of the
position is "the student's prestige and the ability to make
changes in campus life." The
most gratif ying aspect, she
states, is "making students'
•complaints visible to the
Administration."
A commons president does
this is by having close contact
with the deans and trustees.
The Commons President can
then act as an intermediary
between the higher Administration and the students in an
attempt to make changes
beneficial to everyone. The task
of carrying out these changes is
delegated among the Commons' Councils, Stu-A, and the
social/cultural life committees.

Frazza believes that the
governors have been a big
factor in the changes in campus
life. For instance, Chaplin
Commons is allocated $9400+
per year for social and cultural
events on campus, and "they
have spent the money well." Yet
Frazza believes that the actual
role of a governor is still
unclear. "In full force, it's a
very big job. In some cases, the
social part of the job takes too
much precedent, and the
cultural life is left with a lot
more that could have been
done. Getting involved with
the issues on campus, inevitably
means , that you can't get
everything done. Through
experience , however, you
establish an equilibrium and
manage to get most things
done."
Yet with the abolishment of
the fraternities, Frazza believes
that the governor's role has
allowed more participation in
important campus issues. She
believer that now there is "less
apathy " concerning campus
issues: "But sometimes," she
admits, "there just isn't time
enough when you have to
decide how the band for
Octoberfest is getting here and
who is going to pump kegs?"

Butler victorious in Domino s pizza war
by Herrick Wales and Larry
Jladican
Residents of Butler dormitory
gorged themselves in a veritable Domino's pizza feast as
they proudly celebrated their
Domino's Pizza War victory
last Sunday night.
The official results released by
Domino's in Waterville showed
Butler Dormitory as the indisputable winner they achieved a 58.3 percentile factor - the
highest among any dorm on
campus.
Perhaps one of the most
significant cultural achievments
of Johnson Commons, Sunday's
pizza orgy was interpreted
among the residents as an
accomplishment that symbolized the pride, dedication and
unyielding competitive spirit of
their dorm.
It was an event which captured the envy and admiration
among the entire cauipus. Even
Waterville . residents sent

telegrams of congratulations to
Chris Powell, Head Resident of
Butler.
It was a festive occasion to
say t.fre least but Butler
residents should consider the
possibil ityof refining their prehistoric eating habits. Despite
the Neanderthal and barbaric
nature of this short lived eating
race, pizza fests are a humanizing experience creating a harmony and excitement among all
participants. "People were ju st
plain psyched to be alive," commented Dan .Webster, R. A. of
Butler. Some residents were
rendered speechless.
tresrtman Gilles Lujeheusse,
good connoisseur and true blue
degenerate, was so excited
when the 15 pies arrived that he
slammoH his head acainst a
wall. He figures the three free
pizzas he ate saved him enough
mon ey t o pay for the hole he
made.
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One of the biggest issues
we're facing on this campus is
the availibility of the current
Administration and their
effectiveness in campus life.
"The Administration is very
receptive - students don't realize their receptivity. They (the
students) have the ability and
control to talk to the Administration and to President
Cotter. The Administration is
inevitably going to make a lot
of unpopular decisions and I do
believe that they need to be
more consistent and that there
is need for some change."
Frazza emphasizes that some
of the change is up to the
students as well. She believes
the student body rarely gives
the Administration a fair
chance, and that they're always
the one to get the 'bum rap.'
"After all, the Administration
tries to do the best thing, but
does not always succeed."
As far as the Commons
System goes, Frazza is very
much for it and she believes
"Colby 's overall government
system is a good one, but it
shouldn't be used as a means
for campus unity; that will
happen on it's own. In time it
could work as a very good
system."
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However, the orgy was not
absent a few heart-felt complaints. Butler resident Karen
commented that the pizza was
fun and "up lifting" but that
"there never seems to be
enough sausage on my pie." Try
Elm Tree, Karen. Chip Nyhan
and John McCarth y, who
wished to remain anonymous
exclaimed,"It was great. But
what the hell's a 'noid'? It was
also great to see so many new
faces. I even met my R. A."
Following the 5-star banquet,
the members of Butler displayed an unusual and unprecidented committment to
unity and love as they gathered
down, by Johnson Pond to take
part in a candlelight vi gil in the
name of their beloved and
stellar pizza friends. The ceremony lasted 15 minutes and
ended with a teary eyed speech
delivered by none other than
Butler's own Gerry Hadden.
Disappearing into the oncoming night, he left with his final
benediction .: "Avoid the Noid
to all and to all a good night."

No one faces cancer
alone.
Call us.
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Stagefrontj blows of doors
by Marty Dodge

photo by Dave Coleman
Colby CommunityS ymphony Orchestra p layed in Lorimer Chapel.

Mokai's themes are universal
by Michael Daigle
It would be too easy to say
"Mokai" by Yemi Ajibade,
presented as a work-inprogress this past weekend at
Strider Theatre is simp ly an
African play, or worse a simple
African play. It is neither.
Though the settings and the
strange sounding names of
villages, the periodic chanting
in tongues, the costumes and
masks that appear clearl y
indicate a the play is not taking
place in Waterville, its themes,
reli gion, love, devotion ,
treachery, rape, political power, could be applied to any
country or village where a clash
of cultures occurs.
The fact that this is an African
play meant delight for its
American audience because of
the trappings. From the
opening entrance of the cast,
who chanted and danced their
way onto the stage, to the

elaborate masks worn by the
High Priest, to expressions of
faith in human sacrifice, snake
mothers, councils and oracles,
the audience was, to be sure,
treated to a new experience.
Yet the themes are universal.
Might makes ri ght, Freedom to
worship, living for your God,
whether He be the God of the
Bible or a being conjured up
with rituals dark and
mysterious. Pick a place in the
world either ancient or modern:
Persia conquered by the Greeks;
Eng land overrun by the
Saxons; Viet Nam; Uganda ,
the American west. Indian
Island, Maine: the pieces of
history that occured in these
places resonate in the villages
of Akilagun and Olifie. Yet the
specific African reference to the
p lay remains its strongest
element. The being that is man
finds locations for his greed and
treachery that suit him.

To the production.
This might have been one of
the most fun plays Colby has
seen in a while. Due, of course,
to the inherent strangeness of
the presenta tion, there was
clearly a sense of adventure
surrounding the play.
The cast entered chanting and
that vehicle remained a powerful element of communication
for the playwright, from the
powerful sacrifice scene, where
it seemed, the drums and voices
were leaking from even the
walls of the theatre, to the
joyful chanting of praise that
lifted the spirits of the flock of
Olifie, to the martial repetition
of the p led ge to support the
nation and long live the ruler as
chanted by the soldiers at the
end of the play, all the
characters were buoyed by the
release of the chant. The
audience is drawn in by this
device to become party to either
the joy or the degradation of
the chant. Either way the
persistent rh ythms moved your
heart and perhaps, your feet.
The story of 'Mokai" is a
simple tale. Mokai , played b y
Brad Schlang, is an outcast
who return s to a village to find
his people and thus his past.
The villagers decide he is the
Chosen One and attempt to
sacrifice him to appease their
god who has punished them
with no harvests for many
years. Mokai escapes the
sacrifice and runs to another
village, this time of Christians,
who take his babble, his
chanting in tongues, to be real
spirituality, anoint him the
Meek One of the Lord .
In a wonderfully staged scene
Mokai has arrived in the
village and is greeted first by
Em ily (Maura Smith Daigle)
and Iyaj o (Cori Brackett) . When
a tal isman falls from Moka i' s
gowii, the Pastor (Bra d Spielmant is called and the exorcism
begins. From the ritualistic
circling to the painful withdrawa l of the dem on, the scene

pulses with fervor and nearl y

out of control emotion. Finally

Colb y student s starred in Yemi Ajibade 's production of "M okai"
photo by Geoff Bysshe

this Friday the thirteenth I
had the pleasure of seeing a
great new band at Studio 2 in
Elm Plaza. They are a local
cover band with amazing
potential to go far. They
performed three blistering sets
of Love Metal to a crowd of
local high school kids.
Unfortunatel y the crowd was
very mellow for the first " two
sets. By the third Rod Hallee
had the crowd on its feet and
raring to go. Tee decibels were
cranked and sounds of groups
like Bon Jovi filled the room.
Peter Rollins, their flame
fingered guitarist, blew many
away with his antics. He ran
into the crowd on several
occasions and jammed in front
of many admiring girls. Rod
also had fun with the crowd.
For the number "Alone Again"
by Dokken he went out into the
crowd and slowdanced with
someone while singing. This
was quite an impressive feat
and he did not miss a beat.
Chris Allanach the bassist sang
an awesome backup and
p lugged out his notes with
precision. The drummer, none

other than our own Mark
Prince, bashed the skin with a
flair , that would make even
Yngwie Malmsteen proud.
'With cover versions of hits by
bands like Bon Jovi, Dokken,
Cinderella, Kiss and Judas
Priest they blew ears off with a
powerful vibe. Hallee gave a
convincing performance when
singing "You Give Love a Bad
Name" by Bon Jovi. They
performed a few of their own
songs which were good and
showed potential. Pete or
"Steve Vai Jr. " as he is known to
his " bandmates gave a
performance that would have
been expected in a concert
stadium, not a club. His cool,
calm and collected style shows
influences of the greatest
guitarists. If it sound s like I
liked these guys, it is because
they were incredible. They are
the best local band I have seen
in a long time. I predict these
four guys will someday make it
big.
Listen for them on my show
within the next few weeks. 1 am
on Saturdays at 10 p. m. until \
a. m. If you get a chance to see
these guys, do it! You will not
regret it.

Colb y musician participated in piano
recita l in Given Auditorium.

photo by Dave Coleman
the demon is expelled and in a
great writhing and chanting the
flock of Olifie fall both in
worship and near orgasm in the
greeting of their new spiritual
leader.
Later Mokai is identified by a
group pf soldiers as their
missing general. Though this is
hot so, it matters little to these
men and women. By the end of
the play, and another "exorcism " of modern medicine,
p erformed in certifiable madcap fashion by Tim* Burton as
the Professor , Moka i i s
established as the leader ¦of the
' , '
",
nation.
The parall els between these
groups are not accidental. Each
group, the v illagers , led by
Hig h Priest (in a wonderful
role) Jav ier Alonzo-Gonzales
and after his death, after the
escape of Mokai by Assistant
High Priest Ciara Reynolds, the

Christians seeking a voice in
the wilderness, and the soldiers
led by bossy Christian Antalics
and Claus Michaelson, each
have their chants and rituals
and each seeks p ower an d
control in their own way. It
says here that there is little
difference between praying to a
m oon-god and p led gi ng
allegiance to the nation.
Th e performanc e of t he cas t
wa s an exam p le of f i n e
ensemble work as many of the
actors took on two or three
parts as needed, play i ng ei th er
v i llagers , or Christians or
soldiers with equal ease.Several majo r p erf orm ers
perform ed with skill and
ach ieved at certa in po ints clear
moments of fervor and emotion
that supported th o underl y i ng
fear and treachery that is the
basis for Mokai's tale, despite

the fun. Taken alphabeticall y:
Cori Brackett as , Iyajo porcohtinu ed on page 1 "3
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Coffeehouse has ambia nce
by Melissa Early
It's got artwork on the walls,
ashtrays and candles on the
tables, a stage, a piano, plants,
and a kitchen that serves
espresso and cappucino,
gourmet coffees, herbal teas,
hot cocoa, muffins, cookies,
doughnuts, and ice cream bars.
It's the Marylow coffeehouse.
Stop in for a nice evening. You
may find events like a student
jam session, a Pequod poetry
Lisa Mayo, use tneir diverse
experiences as American Indian
women to def y such old
generalizations as . "all blondes
have more fun," and "All
Women's Theater is the same."
"Sun, Moon, Feather" is the
moving tale of their own
childhoods in working-class
Brooklyn. The show includes
Uncle . Joe 's home movies,
sibling rivalries, pretend tea
parties, fights over who plays
Jeanette MacDonald in Indian
Love Call, and sadness over the
deaths of relatives. Despite
arguments the women emerge
united by blood and background. "The show," Lisa Mayo
notes, "is an honoring and
offering to both."
Spiderwoman Theater takes
its name from the goddess of
creation in the Hopi tradition.
She was the first to create
designs and teach her people , to
weave. She always wove a
flaw into her designs to allow
her spirit to find its way out and

J oy Spring J azz Quart et with Slide Hampton at Railroad Square Cinema, photo by Dave Coleman

• Mokai

continued from page 12
trayed one of the more complex
of the characters with great
skill. Whether ranging from the
glory of the high religious
moment to the pain of
confession of her past and the
description of her rape, she was
unbelievable. Her scene where
she had to step,out of. the role
as a meek follower to claim her
place as a mother of the earth
was believable and powerful.
Maura Smith Daigle as
Emily, balanced her obvious
sexual yearnings for Mokai
with the wonder of a young girl
undergoing a great spiritual
awakening. Her teasing of
Mokai was filled with a
knowledge beyond her years
that only true devotion brings.
That she should die protecting
Mokai was the tragic
affirmation of her love and
faith. In another complex role,
Dai gle was controlled and
moving.
Brad Schlang as Mokai was
given the task of expressing
both control over his destiny,
and bewilderment at the
swirling events around him.
Schjang handled well the chore
of seeming both unaware and
aware at the same time. If he
had acted too much in control,
the mystique of Mokai would
have been destroyed.
irt -lrtt ^ ttwwwirir

One terrific role was that of
the Christian Pastor. Brad
Spielman, brandishing his cross
like a sword-and calling down
God's love, or using it to ward
off the evil of the villagers was
both comic and real. In a
carefully balanced performance, Spielman controlled what
must have beenthe urge to turn
the role into a farce, and yet by
doing so produced a comic
tour-de-force, while maintaining the dignity of the character.
Others whose performances
were outstanding were Ciara
Reynolds as the Assistant High
Priest; Bill Hamilton as the
leader of the wonderfully
named Revolutionary Association of Tough Soldiers, and
other roles; Tim Burton,
Christian Antalics and Claus
Michaelson in their assorted
roles and the lambs of the Lord,
Emily Nussdorfer, Kristen
Zimmerman and Jessica Paris.
Their seduction scene with
Mokai, and the subsequent rape
of one of the girls, was a
crystalization of the competing
forces in the play.
The costumes by Eric Binnie
and others properly suggested
the uniforms each society wore,
and the lights and sound ,
directed by Peter J. Knecht
added immensely to the
performance.
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be free. The group uses
Spiderwoman as inspiration in
the development of their technique, Storyweaving, creating
designs and weaving stories
with words and movement.
"We work onstage as an
ensemble, basing our productions on life experiences. We
translate our personal stories,
dreams, and images into movement, and refine them into the
essential threads of human
experience. In seeking out,
exploring and weaving our
own patterns, we reflect the
human tapestry, the web of our
common humanity. Finding,
loving and transcending our
own flaws, as in the flaw of the
goddess' tapestry, provides the
means for our spirits to find
their way out, and be free. "
Tickets will be available at the
door at $2.00 with Colby I.D.
and $3.00 for the general public.
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The Performing Arts Program
at Colby College will sponsor a
performance of "Sun, Moon,
Feather" by Spiderwoman
Theater, a Native American
women's feminist troupe, on
Wednesday, April 8 at 8 pm in
the Commons Room, Student
Center. Spiderwoman Theater
does neither Indian Princess nor
comic book roles. Challenging
the "one-size-fits-all views of
feminism," these sisters, Gloria
Miguel, Muriel v Miguel, and

*
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Spiderwoman
Theat er
at Colby

reading, a black studies or
Woodsmen team slideshow, a
jazz concert , professional
guitarists, student sing ing
groups, student musicians, a
powder and wig play, faculty
members acting in their own
plays, or just students talking
and stud ying.
Open Monday throug h
Thursday 7-11 pm and often on
weekend nights for entertainment.
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continued from page 6
get in the practice of keeping
foreign policy hidden. "I think
the hostages were a convenient
way to transfer money to the
contras."
Weisbrot expressed opinions
on either side of the argument.
He feels that "it is really hard
today to find a unique scandal
in Washington. Since 1980,
Ronald Reagan has been
master of the bizarre foreign
policy approach. Just add
Iranamuck to the list." He also
noted examples of how Reagan
has "demonstrated that he does
not know what he is doing,"
.such as his comment that
nuclear missies can be recalled,
to which Weisbrot added that
"They cannot. One only hopes

he corrected the error."
Corrado saw the whole
situation in Iran as "a front run
on Congress. It is amazing the
number of laws these people
have violated." Bowen added
that the government seems to
be followi ng "a higher law.
Only the strong survive, and
whatever they do is o.k.. In the
process, however, they have
made a mockery of the
American people." For Weisbrot, it was evident that "procedural irregularity in policy
making is hardly irregular"?
Deceit in government is always
seen as acceptable." He feels
that the attitude regarding
foreign affairs is "government
of the people and for the
people. But not by the people they'd mess it up."

A - even if you keep your shoes on, just
remember IT'S NOT SO BAD everyone else is gettin g cold feet. Love
ya much.
-Weezie
WAOTEDT ^neTattractive, mentally
stable female who enjoys satin sheets
and water bed; for EAG please
contact Box 1258.

To Jana Bana and Coll: A love Baboon
is a dead Baboon! PC

Guitar for Sale Black Lespaul copy 2
Humbuckers each w/volume and
tomne , low action. Adjustable bri dge.
Plays well. Sounds good. Looks good.
New strings Feds back just enough.
Only 2 owners , not used much , in
good shap e. Good 1st guitar $115 req .
(must be sold) Mike 872-3047

Mel: There is McDonalds in London!
PC

Linda ,
"Wh y can 't this be love?"
"Shake me"
"Witch y Woman "
. "You give love a bad name! "
"Heartless Heart "
"Onl y Lonel y "
"Since you 've been gone!"
Have a good break!
A/M
"
Wanted:
One reasonabl y attractive , experienced female for K.P.O. K prom ises
to shave and shower dail y. Also
prom ises to restrict drug and alcohol
intake to weekend s. Please contact
P.Q. 872-5020,_ .

JB: Oh excellent gentleman ! I miss ya!
PC
Em: Oh my what a busy day ! Have
you found the wine bottle yet? Ciao
bella PC

AE- Be careful or you'll get diseases. I
love you anyway !AW
Suze- Watch out for young er men
they 're more dan gerous than they
look! -A
Paul Tiger is looking for a waterbed
companion. If interested apply Butler
2nd floor
~
To KSa Heebe,
"Sayba "hiba " to Seava Weeba for me.
Miss you!
~
To RW
.That 's Bond...Ro ger Bond P.S. Burp !
To Shorty- Wanna go square dancing
with Zippy the pihhead?
Tolhe Faluitisf
Have you found your BNL or at least
• blue eyes yet?

R eUiy-Was it a road or railroad
tracks?

ul?ingPond-

Couldn 't you just leave the
photo-copy of Vanna? Fair is fair. Wo,
Wo,Yeah.

To J err y- Wh o was that stude with the
sunglasses in philosophy?

Prom one good egg to a cookie- don 't
do anything over break 'cause a Saab
is waiting for you .
Savoy-thanks for a grea t pa rty. Did
you find a ny green ti aras?
Lisa- T^lon 't reall y look like her do
I??- J
Good Tuck Women 's Lacrosse Team in

Dal cwar e!

Lu ckily for everyone who heard a
gr oup singing t he "Star-S pangl ed
Bann er " a t Foss on Sat night, th ey are
no t going t o m a ke a career ou t of
singing.

Mary,
How's tho

. soldier?

"If you're going !©do somethingyou'll
regret In the morning, then sleep
lato," Henry Youngrnan and tho girls
of PW.!
intorestedln Women's Studios? If you
would like to bo on the women's
studies mailing list, Please contacl
Pam Blake, ext 3272. This will enable
us (o keep you informed of upcoming •
events and opportunities
Dave(PJ?)
Noticing a marked decrease In the
pathological shyness sector...
Erin, my prayers aro with you.
With all my lovo,Sue

L and G

Thursday, March 26,1987 .
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IN GERMANY THEY CAME FIRST FOR THE
\
COMMUNISTS,AND I DIDN'T SPEAK UP
k*
¦'
- BECAUSE IWASN'T A COMMUNIST. THEN THEY
^
CAME FORTHE JEWS,AND I DIDN'T SPEAK UP
k<
BECAUSE IWASN'T A JEW. THEN THEY CAIvIE
p
FOR THE TRADE UNIONISTS, AND I DIDN'T
^
' '
SPEAK UP BECAUSE I WASN'T A TRADE
%
- .%
UNIONIST. THEN THEY CAME FOR THE
CATHOLICS AND I DIDN'T SPEAK UP BECAUSE
I WAS A PROTESTANT. THEN THEY CAME FOR
*^
ME,AND BY THAT TIME NO ONE WAS LEFT TO
%
*%
SPEAK UP.
-Martin Niemoeller

\

Sponsored by the Gay & Lesbian Informational Phoneline
, 7-10¦
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To J n- No, I don't want to come inthcre aren 't enough toilets.
Marie- Donny calecd again. From
your loving Hall Mates
To Morely and Shorty,
The two freshmen geeks who who
worship the two of you wish you the
best vacation ever in Bermu ,.ha ha the
Baham a P.S. Good luck as you are
flying over the triang le
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St at e In spection Stati on
Tune-up s , oil change s / tire
changes
Automatic Tran smission
Specialist s
24 hr. Wrecker Serv ices

Tan, Wo are showing Bio lab films.
Wan t t o come over f or a nap?
G

Lucie- How is that terrible case of
orangeids? Are you feeling better?
G-Tm awake! See...my eyes aro .
open,.. I can oven open them wider."
L-"No-you aren't you aro definitely
asleep.

Tho first floor women would like to
thank tho six man for the viewing
pleasure we havo hod had this year.
Especially Boo Boo who wo sec
strutting around the corner wrapped
in his face cloth, PS. Wo still can't
decidewhich Rob Is bigger

^3ru M$mft

*

*^a_ ' * __

15% discount on all par ts/
service , and labor with Colby

Brett and AlexWhat 's this we hea r about the moon
on the first floor?

To Daryl nnd Derek
Hit Don't listen to L and A (M and D)
and have somo fun for a change Love,
Lisa
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THE FAR SIDE

On Waterpolo

By GARY LARSON

David Russell
ECHO Sports Editor

The spitting cobras at home

Pagnano earns all American honors
by Bill McCrillis
Once again the Colby track
team has produced an
All-American. It has now been
seven years in a row that
Coach Jim Wescott has had an
All-American.
Tim Fisher and Mark
Pagnano traveled the weekend
of March 13th to the University
of Chicago to compete in the
indoor NCAA Division III
Championships. Fisher represented Colby in the 5000
meter run and Pagnano in the
1500 meter run.
Fisher competed in a strong
field in the 5000 and finished a
respectable tenth. He was
somewhat disappointed with
his time but ran . well
considering he had run the 5000
for four consecutive weeks.
Fisher said that competing at
nationals is "a good
opportunity to run with people

from all over the country with
whom you normally don't run."
Pagnano ran to a personal
record of 3.54.53 in thelSOO
meter trials which brought him
into the finals seeded third .
After this super performance in
the trials Pagnano came back in
the finals with an even better
time of 3.53.70, earning him
sixth place and All-American
status. Pagnano attributes his
performance to the excellent
coaching, guidance, and
encouragement given by Coach
Wescott over the past four
years, as well as his. own
personal drive to do what so
many of his fellow teammates
have achieved.
Pagnano and Fisher have only
three weeks until they have to
compete again in the first meet
of the outdoor season, which
will be at Bowdoin. Both are
looking to play a big part in the
team's defense of the NESCAC
Championship.

Perhaps you have been in the
pool or the Nautilus center and
have seen some people throwing a bright yellow ball around
in the deep end of the pool.
What are they doing?
They are playing a sport
called Water Polo. It differs
from regular polo in that no
horses are involved and the
sport is played in the water.
Some sports . physiologists
believe it to be "the most
demanding of all team sports ."
Wa ter Polo is older than
basketball; American football
and field hockey, having
originated in Scotland , in the
mid 1860's. It was also the first
team sport to be played in the
Olympics, added to the schedule in 1900. The strategy is
similar to basketball and soccer
but it is played in a totall y
unnatural environment for
humans: the water.
The official field of play is
30m.(100 ft) x 20m.(66 ft) with a
minimum depth of 2m.(65 ft). It
is larger than a basketball
court. During, play, no one is
allowed to stand on the bottom
or touch the ball with more
than one hand at a time, except
the goalkeeper.
Each team consists of six men
lus
a- goalkeeper, with the
p
object obviously being to get the
ball into the opposing team's
goal t3.0m(10ft) x 0.9m(3ft)].
Play essentially revolves
around the twoi-meter or "hole"
man,, located directly in front of
the goal, two meters out. This
player is generally the biggest,
strongest, meanest, ugliest (in
Paul Beach's case) player on the
team. He must be this way
because it is the object of the
man defending him to "drown"
him or foul him when he gets
the ball so that he will not be
able to shoot. The rest of the
players are usually arranged

Spring=Women's Lax
by Elizabeth Le Roy and Sarah
Brown

Woni en Lax players scrimmage in the field house

around lum; three being on or
around the four meter line and
the other two being more or
less in line with the hole man,
on the two meter line. When
two consecutive fouls are made
against the hole man, the
defending team will try to
replace the man defending the
hole man with another
defenseman so that they do not
get into a man-down situation.
While they are doing this, one
of the other offensive players
will try to drive towards the
goal to receive a pass and then
try to score. In water polo there
is a 35 second shot clock so,like
basketball, play must move very
fast in order to gain ah
advantage.
One of the different aspects of
water polo is the fact that the
whistle does not really stop
play. When a minor foul is
committed, the referee blows
the whistle and indicates with a
flag to which team the ball is
awarded.
It is then the
responsibility of the player that
was fouled to put the ball into
play. Three consecutive fouls by
the same player on the same
player will result iri the ejection
of the offending player
resulting in a man-up situation.
The offending player may
return to play when a goal is
scored or after 30 sec,
whichever comes first.
As in almost all team sports, it
is a foul to play the man and not
the ball. This is true in water
polo as well. It is a personal
foul, which will result in a
penalty, to: interfere in any
physical way with an opponent
trying "to get to his offensive
goal, obviously attempting to
drown someone, or splashing.
However, the players in water
polo have the advantage of the
fact the referees cannot see
under water. For this reason,
players are checked for
concealed objects and long

As the green grass has begun
to emerge through the snow,
thoughts have turned to Spring
sports, but the 1987 Colb y
Women 's Lacrosse team has
been thinking about p layi ng
since February 15 when they
first began their preseason
practices in the field house.
Coached by Deb Pluck and Tom
Austin, they have been quoted
as say i ng t h a t judged by
preseason play, "this is one of
the hardest working teams that
[they] have seen." They hope
tha t t hi s hard work and
dedication will benefit the team
in regular season play.
Up to now tljey have played
two scri mmages under the
leadership of Karen Reily and
Jane Nichol, the newly elected
captains. The first was the
Colby-Bates-Bowdoin held at
Bates. The high scorer f or the
team was Jen Webster and
freshman goalie Margot Wood

was a leader in goal. Colby
used the Tournament as a
means to unite the team on the
field. The second scrimmage
was against the Alumni. Karen
Reilly and Kim Gorton led the
Colby Team to a close 17-16
victory, both scoring four goals.
Over Spring break, the
Varsity team, consisting of
eleven players, will be traveling
to Delaware. They will spend
three days p laying in a
tournament agai nst Hamilton,
Hartwick, J ohns Hopkins,
Georgetown, and Lack Haven,
all nationally ranked teams.
Speaking about the trip the
co-captains are quoted as
saying, "It will be good
experience for the team, not
onl y to play outside but to pull
together."
Their first game i s Saturday
Apr il 11, against Wclleslcy so
com^ cheer for them, but first
pray for them that the snow
will be gone and the grass
which covers the playing field
w ilhave completely emerged so
this spring sport may begin.

finger and toenails before the
game. This does not stop
defensemen from hooking their
toes in your suit and trying to
keep you down. Assorted kicking, punching, pulling, and
grabbing can be common in an
especiall y brutal game. What
the referee does not see will be
whatever your defenseman can
get away with.
When people are told that
each water polo game consists
of four seven minute quarters
with two minute breaks at the
quarter and a five minute half
time, they sometimes believe
that it is not a very challenging
sport. But, one must remember:
if you are not treading water,
you are sprinting and if you
have the ball, six other men
want the ball as well. Even
during a few seconds when play
might be stopped, you still have
to tread water. Each player
must be able to swim well and
tread water with one or no
hands. At times, it may be
necessary to "jump " for the ball.
All of your propulsion must
come from your legs. Good
players can tread water so high
that they are able to bring part
or all of their suit out of the
water. Therefore, it is imperative that players have excellent endurance, strength and
power (strength over time).
Water Polo is not a male only
sport. There are women's
teams and I believe that there is
a movement to have women's
wate* polo included in the
Olympics
Water Polo at Colby is an
official coed club sport in its
infancy stages. The first full
season will be in the fall with
games tenativel y planned
against Bowdoin, Bates, and
other NESCAC schools. Any
one interested in playing should
contact either Paul Beach
(x3093), Peter Sekulow (x3041),
or David Russell (x3034).

• Golf

continued from page 5
last fal l. However, due to the
improvement of the seasoned
players and some new arrivals,
the future of the gold team
looks bright.

Ask one of
the 3 million
Americans
who've
survived
cancer,

if the money
spent on

research

is worth it.
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Colby Clowns visit
Colonial
House
Karen Buckley

photo by Dave Coleman

Colby clowns bring cheer to Colonial House residents last Friday in honor of "Colb y Day,"

by Rich Bachus

Flood '87 disrupts life

As most Colby students
soaked up sun rays on far-away
beaches or caught rays from
their television sets at home
over spring break, Central
Maine was struck by a
devastating flood. River levels
climbed beyond the flood level
as early as Tues. April 1st, and
by the following Wednesday,
Gov. John R. McKernan Jr.
declared a state of emergency.
According to The Centra l
Maine Morning Sentinel, the
waters began to recede b y
Thursday evening (A pril 3). No
one was seriously injured, but a
week later, state officials added
up the destruction to the
estimated sum of $63 million
dollars state-wide. Among the
Maine towns hit hardest were
Farmington , Skowhegan,
Augusta, Lewiston, and Run-

ford , as well as the three river
towns nearest Colby - Waterville, Winslow, and Fairfield.
"By early Wednesday evening,
state civil defense officials said
that sections of more than 130
roads had been closed as maj or
river and streams "left those
sections either submerged or
completel y washed away,"
reported the Portland Press
Herald. Three brid ges were
destroyed in Farmington,
Strong, and the historic
covered Lowe's Brid ge in
Guilford. By April 6, Red.Crbss
teams had documented 1,974
dwellings statewide that had
sustained complete to minor
damage.
In Waterville, Winslow, and
Fairfield, there was extensive
damage. On Friday (April 3),
Edward A. Gagnon, Town
Mangager of Winslow commented to Morning Sentinel

reporters that "We've got a
tremendous amount of damage
on Lithgow Street - six or seven
houses went out there, and
another eight or nine or more
businesses are substantiall y
damaged."
Also in Winslow, the flood
waters washed away Fort
Halifax , the town's, most
historic landmark, dating to
1754. The waters of the
Sebasticook River which jo ins
the Kennebec in Winslow swept
through the aisles of the IGA
Goodliner supermarket , send ing groceries floating out
windows into the swirling
wa ters.
McCormack' s True Value
Home Center and Bill' s Oil
Service , both on Lith grow
Street, were heavil y damaged.
The Morning Sentinel reported
that Ronald Poulin , owner of
Bill' s Tire Service on the
continued on page 3

Arbo's: The Colby connection
by Gregory A. Fastore
Arbo's. The word instills fear
and cau ti on i n un dergra d uate
car owners. As the red and
yellow trucks roll by, heads lift
like a dog's w h en an swer ing a
high pitched whistle. Wh y does
this fear exist? The hassle of
retrieving one's car is dwarfed
by the twenty-five dollar
expense, or is it the oth er way
around ? Naturall y, a commun i ty which allows the u se of
vehicles will eventually need a
system which monitors offenders and insures the saf ety of i ts
citizens. The Department of
Saf ety and Security answers
th i s need , but the quest i on

Inside:

arises - why is a private
company needed to tow a
student' s car , and more
specifically, why is it Arbo's?
"I don 't understand why
Cc-lby doesn't tow cars themselves, set up an ar ea o n
campus, and charge stu de nts to
get their cars back," says jun ior
Tim Wiseman. Such a system
was studied but abandoned two
years ago by Director of Safety
and Security Peter Chenevert.
"The liability was bad," said
Chehevort in an Echo interview
Monday," and t he staff i ng
would be a big problem. We'd
need a truck , an i mpounding
lot, and someone to look over

the lot. At the time, it wasn't
feasible." After further discussion, Chenevert did admit that
an alternate p lan could be
proposed that allowed for an
impounding lot on campus.
However , because insurance
ra tes have increased , Arbo's
would still have to do the
towing. Instead of a $25 charge
for each car towed, a price of
$15 was suggested. Even with a
new system, Colby would still
rely on a private tow company,
which brings us back to one of
the original question - why
Arbo's?
Ther e seem to be f our ma jo r
continued on page 6

"It is the apparent wisdom of
this college that many of my
colleagues and I should b e
discarded!." See p. 2.

The tolerance level between
blacks and whites is not
impr oving in our soci ety and
the R eaga n admin istrati on is
not helping matters. Sec p, 5,

ECHO News Editor .
Despite the bad press Colby
students have gotten latel y
regarding liquor inspector visits
on campus, there is a group of
people in Waterville who think
Colby students are all right.
Residents of the Colonial
House Nursing Home were
entertained by a combined
group of Colby Clowns and
Adopt-a-Grandparent participants last Friday as part of
"Colby Day." The visit was
made to spread cheer, friendship, and a message of sharing
and love.
Maine's Channel 5 was also
on hand to film the activities.
The director of the Colonial
House, Marylene Bradford ,
apparently feels that Colby has
been getting a lot of bad
publicity lately because of fines
by the liquor inspector. Bradford wanted to show a positive
side of Colb y student 's
activities.
The Colby Clowns performed
two skits for the residents, one
about a picnic, and the other a
"world soup" skit. The message
behind the scenario was that
the soup didn't taste good until
SALT was added - that is,
Sharing And Loving Together.
Following the skits, the Clowns

and members of the Adopt-A
-Grandparent program wheeled residents spor ting Easter
bonnets around in parade
fashion.
As far as Ellen Galambos, a
Colby Clown, is concerned,
Friday was a great exp erience
for both Colby students and
Colonial House residents. "The
Colby Clowns have been down
there before, so as soon as we
walk in, they start to clap. It
really means a lot to them."
Steve Sanborn, co-organizer
of the Adopt-a-Grandparent
program, noted that Colby
students visit the Colonial
House every Friday. "There is
usuall y some type of programming on Friday afternoons," said Sanborn. "We take
part in whatever is going on."
Sanborn further noted that it
is discouraging on some
Fridays when only two or three
students make the visit.
"Considering the number of
students on campus, that's not
much," said Sanborn. "It's a
great feeling on both parts.
They enjoy having us, and it's a
great way to spend an
afternoon."
Students interested in joining
the Adopt-a-Grandparent program should contact Sanborn
or Lori Brown, x 3097.

McMnch and Ferris!

_ by<S<&ttyHadden

; On MattH 2& 1987, the Colby
:
College 'Student Association
; held its rim-off elections for
\ Stu-A president and vice
\ president*•'
Afterwbat has been referred
to as the "most rigorou? Stu-A
' campaign in Colby history"
presidential candidate John
; McNirtCh and hisrunning mute,
I Tom Ferris came through
; victorious*Tallying 55 percent
! of tbe popular vote, McMinch
1 and Ferris-willbe takingholdof
the reigns of student $QV<sm~
ntent following their inauguration in early May,
. Presidential . candidate Arav
Rasimas and runnmg-mato BUI
Auerswald proved to be tough
contenders for the positions,
acmittg a dose 45 percent of the
vote/
and Ferris,plan to
^ McNittch
> stick
to their aggressive*j»lat»
. form during the next year*
Most importantly^ thoy fool
that tho communication gap
. betweeti the student body and
, the administration must be
f bridged. Stressed futura-presi* d«mfct McNinch in on, earlier
; Echo interv iew, "By lessoning
: tjte . gap between the admini totr&tion.^ttd the students, tho
fCo ftimojui Sy &tm^ will ulti*
I1* «\oWly ; flow; much smoother .
Too»rftany: ^udents arri simpl y
uttaw4¥i> ::pl ju st how much-

power , they really nave under
the system.'*
The new leaders would also
like to see more of the trustees
on campus, especially their
Studen t Affairs Committee.
They plan to organize open
forums for discussion with
members of the IJoard of
Trustees in an attempt to
dispell.some of the inaccurate
images that many students
have. Says Ferris "The Board
Members who visited the
campus last weekend wore very
attentive and cooperative. They
really want to hear what we
have to say and I think setting
up regular communications
with them can only help tho
student body accomplish its
goals.'*
McNfinch is also very
concerned with the intramural
sports program hero at Colby;
As head of this yearn s Board of
.Governor's Intramural Sports
Committee, he feels that a
drastic overhaul of the system
is needed. 'Tom and Tbelteve
firmly in fcho CommonsSystem
as a governing force/' says
John,"but in the social sphere of
I-play, aports it simply doesn't
mosV
With the . help of Lauren
Frascfca; the McNtoch-Fcrrls
administration would also like
to soe changes mado in the
chaotic registration day fiasco,
,' « continued on page <>

"I used to believe in the Com- The show , "Clear perceptions
mons System (Yes, I b eli eved ! brings the work of fineartists to"
Can you say hallelujah?!)" See Colby. See p. 12.
p. 10.
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